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This thesis provides insight into the history and culture of indigenous people in the
Caribbean, specifically in Guyana, South America. Amerindian culture stands out in the
multicultural framework of Guyana and as such these communities are home to a host of
objects that represents their community. In order to understand and appreciate these
objects in Amerindian culture, they must be examined within a postcolonial context.
Issues such as globalization, hybrid cultures, religion and the history of material culture
all influence the state of the craft objects found on the reservations. The research
conducted locates Amerindian art as a unique representation of culture and it was
discovered that representations of Amerindian art and culture in the museums in Guyana
are quite different from the way these communities actually function. The objects found
in Amerindian villages, are more than just colorful craft pieces, they represent a cultural
experience specifically created and maintained.
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INTRODUCTION
The research for this thesis is focused on the history and culture of the indigenous people
of the Caribbean. Amerindian culture in Guyana is unique because it is bound to the
history of colonialism in that region. Guyana is a developing third-world country trying
to identify the main components of its visual culture and history. The only way that
Amerindian culture can be understood is to examine the history of colonization as well as
its postcolonial context, and overcome societal ideologies directed towards the
mythology of the ‘Other.’ Amerindian culture plays an important part in the history of
Guyana and understanding the identity of Guyanese people. I will argue that the tribal art
of the Guyanese-Amerindian community, specifically the members of St. Cuthbert’s and
Santa Mission reservations, contributes to the changing ways one can interpret the visual
culture of Guyana. Amerindian culture stands out in the Guyanese environment and the
corresponding objects of craft represents an overlooked Guyanese art form. Issues of
globalization, gender, religion, material culture and general postcolonial theory can all be
related back to these objects of craft in Amerindian culture because of the society’s link
to past colonial issues.
My thesis is divided into four parts. First, my introduction will outline the
historical background of the country, dealing with colonial history, racial tension and
politics as this helps to highlight how Amerindians are located in the framework of the
multicultural country, I will also focus on the foundation of Guyanese visual culture and
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the formation of Guyanese identity. Following this, chapter one provides a
structured literature review exploring various authors related to postcolonial study and
minority groups, especially with regard to the globalization of the indigenous art object,
the introduction of cultural industry and tourism and finally the importance of making
objects in small scale societies such as these reservations. Chapter two focuses on the
sites of production of Amerindian craft objects, and includes information gathered from
interviews conducted at Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s. In the final chapter, I explore
the object and its relationship to postcolonialism, revealing changes in indigenous
cultural practices.
This thesis aims to destabilize stereotypes of Amerindian culture by accessing an
Amerindian perspective of the postcolonial world and promoting an appreciation of the
visual culture and history of Guyana. The importance of the making of the object and the
connection to the artist is important as well, as the objects often reflects community
lifestyle. There has been a shift in the meaning behind these objects, as they are seen as a
commodity for the reservation that enables the community develop but at the same time
maintains patterns of tradition and cultural practice.

Explorers and Anthropologists: A Study of Guyanese Peoples and Cultures
Guyana stretches some 830,000 square miles, but despite such an expansive geographical
area there are many parts that retain the natural and indigenous plant life and
topography.1 Most of Guyana’s population is located along the coastline of the capital
city, Georgetown. The ethnographic layout of the country is diverse, with the East Indian
1

Paloma Mohamed, “Guyana: Historical, Social and Economic Context." In Communication, Power and
Change in the Caribbean, (United Kingdom: Hansib, 2013) 29
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and African populations being the largest. Each ethnic group tries to maintain and
highlight traditions from their respective ethnic backgrounds. The art produced is
likewise diverse, but often taken from the template of the natural environment. There are
numerous spots in Guyana that serve as inspiration. For example, Kaieteur Falls is
depicted by many artists to represent the lush Guyanese lands and is a focal point in
promoting the eco-tourism of the country. Artists that depict these falls tend to be artists
that sell their work to the incoming tourists (see. Fig.1).
During colonization, anthropologists coming to Guyana were not trained on how
to interact with the native settlers they discovered, and accounts of interaction were
limited. From the early accounts of Christopher Columbus and Father Las Casas, it is
impossible to know the true lives of a specific tribe. The Taino, or Arawak, population
makes up the largest group of Amerindians in Guyana today. By highlighting the Taino,
it becomes easier to understand the traditions and customs of their descendants, namely
the two settlements that constitute the subject of this thesis in its latter chapters: St.
Cuthbert’s and Santa Mission.
The accounts of early European explorers expose some of the written as well as
oral traditions of the first settlers of the Caribbean. From an anthropological viewpoint,
Amerindian tribes in the Caribbean give an understanding of native culture and its
trajectory through time, particularly in the 15th and 16th Centuries. The discoveries of
Christopher Columbus and Bartolome de Las Casas are some of the areas examined in
this historical timeline. Their findings are based on personal letters and reports back to
the Spanish Crown on the newly explored area.

3

Ricardo Alegria is a Latin American anthropologist that has studied the work of
the Spanish historian and explorer Las Casas. Alegria is able to give an account of his
writings and research on the Native Indians, as Las Casas’s approach was inclusive of the
details of their everyday life. The Spanish conquest of the Caribbean Isles is the first
exposure that the author provides on the lives of the Indians; this opened the door for
Spanish explorers in South America and the Caribbean.
Storytelling and the tales of native ancestors can be seen as anecdotal methods of
recounting history, and are integral parts of Amerindian culture that remains today. More
precisely, oral tradition is an integral part of Amerindian visual and material culture. In
fact, most indigenous artifacts are connected to an oral history. As a result, the
interpretations of different artifacts vary from country to country or island to island. For
instance, on St. Cuthbert’s Reservation in Guyana, many Amerindian homes have huge
clay or ceramic jugs called ‘ollas’ in which they store their native drink, piwari, a
fermented liquid made from cassava. Through the oral tradition and storytelling about the
object, its use became noted throughout communities; hence, these jugs are used in a
similar purpose today.
There was no clear policy regarding how Europeans should approach natives;
there was even a question as to whether they should be treated as human beings. This
negativity was based on the appearance of the Amerindians and several historical
accounts. “Some people say that Columbus had great racial prejudice because he
attributed such importance to the skin color of the Indians.”2 Alegria argues that
Columbus was making clear that he indeed reached the Indies by saying that the
2

Alegria, "The Study of Aboriginal Peoples: Multiple Ways of Knowing." In The Indigenous People of the
Caribbean, 13
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Amerindians were not black, because if they were black, he would have been in Africa.
Unfortunately this racial prejudice in his descriptions was his way of marking territorial
lands, since Africa at that time belonged to the Portuguese.
The European writings on which scholars now rely to gain insight into the native
culture are problematic because they are often one sided, and the Europeans that
discovered the islands went with the intent to claim land rather than to interact with the
settlers. They were explorers looking for new land to claim for their host country and
eventually spread the Christian religion. The ethnographic study of the Indians was not
considered, as the focus was on archeological reports of new and different artifacts. One
of the most popular names in the research of the indigenous culture in the West Indies is
Bartolome de Las Casas, also known as Father Las Casas, the Father of the Indians.3
During the early 16th century, Las Casas came to the West Indies with the intent
of creating European settlements, but after he observed the harsh treatment of the natives
by other explorers, he began his active duty of studying the lives of the Indians. Las
Casas became known as the protector of the Indians. Las Casas’s work concluded that the
aboriginal people that settled in the Caribbean, such as on Trinidad, Tobago and the coast
of South America, were there for many years before the Europeans arrived. His findings
show that remnants of livelihood such as houses and artifacts like clay and stone tools
can be traced back nearly 6,000 years or more.4

3

Alegria, "The Study of Aboriginal Peoples: Multiple Ways of Knowing." In The Indigenous People of the
Caribbean, 16
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Wilson, "Introduction to the Study of the Indigenous People of the Caribbean." In The Indigenous People
of the Caribbean, 2
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These Indians, whose descendants were from Asia, travelled through North
America, Central America, and then onto the islands and the shores of South America. In
fact, there is a Guyanese folktale on how these Amerindians came to be. Guyanese author
and historical researcher Odeen Ishmael recounts this folklore in his book Guyana
Legends, which is focused on storytelling in the indigenous culture. Ishmael includes a
chapter on ‘How the first people arrived on Earth,’ which goes as follows: Once upon a
time when there were no humans on Earth, the Amerindian group known as the Waraus
lived in the sky. Up in skyland, many of the hunters would hunt for food for the
community. One day a fat turkey caught the eye of one of the hunters, who was
successful in hitting it with his bow and arrow only for the bird to fall through a dark hole
in the dense jungle floor. The hunter was determined and curious; he looked through the
hole and to his surprise he saw a land where animals of all forms roamed freely. The
hunter returned to his community and told them of this strange new place. Curious
people, including women and children, decided to help the hunters, and they travelled to
and from the hole. However, on one such trip a very stout woman only made it halfway
through the hole. Those in the new land tried desperately to free her, but it was no use.
The hole was now closed, separating the remaining people on skyland from those on
earth. According to Guyanese legend, this hole still exists, and in times of loneliness the
woman stuck in the hole cries bitterly and her tears fall to earth as rain.5 Folktales like
this are common in different variations within Guyanese culture. For instance, Guyana is
known to occasionally have intense rainfalls due to the country’s tropical climate and
these stories can be told on a cold rainy day. Indigenous folktales passed along in society
5

Ishmael, "How the First People Arrived on Earth." In Guyana Legends, 17-19
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help to shape the character and the depth of the history that is present in Guyanese
culture. These little sayings or folktales can then be linked to Guyanese proverbs that add
to culture and lifestyle, just as in other countries.
Migration of the Indians still continued after European contact, with groups
moving further inland. Las Casas studied the archeological remains of areas left
abandoned, like their tools for hunting and the skill they had in canoe-making. The
amount of artifacts collected was expansive, and showed a life that had been disrupted.
This prompted Las Casas to help preserve what was left behind.6
Las Casas began to write books on his observations of the Indians. In his third
book, Apologetica Historia Sumaria, he tries his best to positively recount the history of
Amerindian culture, but at the same time applies a European lens onto a culture that is
completely different. Las Casas tries to link the native culture to the traditions of early
Europeans; for example, the way they looked related to the ruggedness of early
Europeans.7 Las Casas concluded that the Indians were harmless and simply living in a
society that has not seen change, unlike the progress in Europe. His writings went against
everything the Europeans back home wanted to hear, as well as the stereotype of a
cannibalistic and angry native that supposedly existed in the new world. While at the
same time being helpful to the native culture, he audaciously linked it to the lives of the
European colonizers who – despite Las Casas’s writing – caused destruction and forever
changed the way in which the Indians lived.

6

Wilson, "Introduction to the Study of the Indigenous People of the Caribbean." In The Indigenous People
of the Caribbean, 4
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By the late 16th century, investigations into the archaeology of the indigenous
culture led back to the important question of what indigenous life was like before the
Europeans came, or even before Las Casas and Columbus with his discovery of the
Lesser Antillies. Migration of the Amerindian groups in the Caribbean and South
America was happening at a fast pace, and archaeologists had to devise methods by
which to track the tribes and prove their theories about them. Most of this was done based
on the archaeological remains found, whether it was a painted pot or other simple object.
For instance, red on white ceramic wares were a common discovery.8 The scholarship of
these indigenous people focused on their daily lives and queries, whether they traded,
how they did so, and the artistic elements in the communities.9 Before the destruction of
the Arawak or Taino society in 1492, archaeologists concluded that the indigenous
groups thrived, especially in the Greater Antilles, Cuba, Jamaica and Puerto Rico, and
that they had a well-established livelihood in which they would produce intricately
designed crafts that linked them to mythology or ancestral beliefs. “They had for
centuries lived without fear of external conquest and had emerged as a society that was
unique with their exquisite stone and wood carvings, richly meaningful, covered with
interwoven symbols from their mythology and religion.”10
The discovery of pre-ceramic sites in various islands, from Martinique to
Trinidad, prompted the examination of artifacts such as stone tools or clay pots, and these

8

Jay Havier, "Historical Archaeology in the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba." In Island Lives: Historical
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items were used to trace the migration patterns of the Indians. It was concluded by
archeologists that even before the arrival of Columbus, the Amerindians were well-versed
in canoe-making and ocean travel, therefore enabling trade amongst their communities.
The variations in the archeological findings in different countries suggest that the native
people made items according to their community, and they would generally be useful and
possess a strong connection to nature or personal ancestral beliefs. As migratory
societies, the Amerindian groups started to change the patterns or materials used in their
everyday objects or crafts, connecting with their new locations and the materials made
available to them.11 These changes in the design and patterns of various objects occurred
pre-contact, as Amerindians shifted from island to island. The same occurred during
colonization, where in places such as South America they moved away from the shores
and inland to the Amazon.
In 1594, in the midst of the Spanish and British war for colonized land during the
reign of Elizabeth I, Sir Walter Raleigh began charting his discovery of the country
known as Guiana. With the quest for gold in mind, and constant battles with the Dutch
and French settlers, it was not until the early 19th century that Guyana officially became a
colony known as British Guiana.12
In 1836, with the mixture of Amerindians and freed slaves as well the arrival of
various groups of indentured immigrants, Guyana became more diverse. The distribution
of the population can be divided by industrial or colonial settlement, with certain ethnic

11

Louis Allaire, "The Lesser Antilles before Columbus." In The Indigenous People of the Caribbean,
edited by Samuel Wilson, (United States: University Press of Florida, 1997) 26
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Vere T Daly, "The Search for El Dorado." In The Making of Guyana, (Malaysia: Macmillan Caribbean,
1974) 28
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groups found in certain areas. For example, freed slaves purchased several plantations
and formed communities such as Victoria on the Eastern Coastal plains of Demerara in
1839.13 The East Indian population brought with them traditional Indian styles, such as
the Indian dress of Sarees and a high Hindu religion. In terms of Indian art, it is seen
through their traditional wear and religious ceremonies. They introduced dishes such as
roti, curry, dhal and an assortment of Indian sweet meats, just as the Chinese established
shops and restaurants. Like the rest of the Caribbean, by the late 19th century Guyana was
being used as a port in the establishment of sugar plantations and the trade of slaves and
indentured immigrants. During this time, the native population of Amerindians began to
disperse, and some groups moved further inland to avoid interactions with the new
European traders.
With a history linked to various ethnic settlements, by the time Guyana gained
independence from the British in 1966, it had become a melting pot of culture with a
demographic makeup of six ethnic groups: the Amerindians, East Indians, Africans,
Portuguese, Europeans and Chinese. Today there are nine indigenous groups that still
exist: the Patamona, the Wai Wai, the Arekuna, the Warau, the Wapishana, the Akawaio,
the Carib, the Makushi and the Arawak.14 Each Amerindian tribe in Guyana had a distinct
set of customs, artistic practices, styles of dress and even physical appearance. For
example, the Wai were known to be very particular about their hair, which they washed
frequently with the fiber of the beaten Makaoro tree. They would then oil their hair until

13
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it appears black and shiny with a blue undertone.15 The Arawaks, a sub group of the
Caribbean Taino people, and the Warau were said to be the first settlers in Guyana, long
before the Europeans came. The flow of Amerindians across Guyana marked the
beginning of Guyanese culture and tradition.

Postcolonial Guyana and Race Relations
European colonization left a mark on the lives of the indigenous people in Guyana and
the surrounding Caribbean in various ways. Colonial discourse, as seen by theorist Homi
Bhabha, is “a form of discourse crucial to the binding of a range of differences and
discriminations that inform the discursive and political practices of racial and cultural
hierarchization.”16 Colonial discourse is a form of understanding and categorizing various
cultures and races into ranks according to the ideologies of the colonizing Western
European countries. The whole idea of dominant and oppressed cultures originated
through the colonial practices of European countries on newly discovered land in the
Caribbean and South America. However, this land was not new to indigenous tribes that
lived in there. Based on the early archeological research conducted in the islands, signs of
inhabitation stretch back thousands of years. It can be approximated that the colonization
of the Caribbean islands began about 6,000 years ago from Cuba to the Dominican
Republic, taking place around 3500–4000BC.17 There was a flow of indigenous migrants

15
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from North America into Central America, South America and eventually on to the
Caribbean islands. Traces of indigenous livelihood are clues about the past culture, and
can be used as an aid in the future to discover more about indigenous tribes.
More pertinent to this study, however, is that indigenous culture is sometimes
marketed towards tourists to attract them to a country. When I use the word tourists, I am
speaking about people, mainly from North America and Europe, most likely brought to
Guyana by Guyanese Diasporas of various ethnic backgrounds. In terms of the local
reservations and the people that visit, there would be few local Guyanese since ecotourism is focused on attracting international visitors to the country. Tourism is essential
for the development and exposure of small-scale countries like Guyana. At the same
time, when these foreign tourists visit indigenous communities expecting to see certain
traditional practices, it signals that the communities have not changed or are slow in their
development. Travel brochures may promise a ‘cultural’ experience, complete with
marketed tourist art, but the reality is that making indigenous culture ‘exotic’ is an act of
viewing these communities as they were during colonial times.
Colonization produced a mythology of the colonized ‘Other’. The ‘Other’ can be
seen as a classification of racial, cultural, political and geographical differences that
differentiates itself against dominant ideas in society or the dominant social group.
Theorists on the subject of coloniality, such as Anibal Quijano, suggest that a dominant
social group – for example, North American or European manufacturers – are able to
control various countries through global power and exploitation of resources in order to
benefit and contribute to ruling classes in the European market. It is classified as a form
of Eurocentric colonialism that specifically exists in third-world countries such as those

12

in Latin America and the Caribbean Islands.18 A dominant Western influence withholds
the understanding of cultures in that country, or disrupts the preservation of a culture,
particularly when changes are taking place in the indigenous communities in Guyana as
they enter the global trade market. “In the beginning, colonialism, was a product of a
systematic repression, not only of the specific beliefs, ideas, images, symbols of
knowledge that were not useful to global colonial domination, while at the same time the
colonizers were expropriating from the colonized, their knowledge.”19
The repression of various cultures was felt harshly in South America by
indigenous groups through exploitation of labour, general violence towards their
differences and exposure to new diseases by the Europeans.20 The harsh impact of
colonialism on the Amerindians forever changed their living patterns, and speaks
volumes as to why the indigenous groups are often tucked away in distant reservations
and demonstrate a migratory lifestyle. Not only were individuals and cultures colonized,
so also was indigenous knowledge. Instead, colonialist history presents
misrepresentations or stereotypes of certain ethnic groups. For example, Columbus cast
the natives with the stereotype of being savages or even cannibals. For Homi Bhabha,
once a reader accepts these accounts in historical texts without questioning the discourse,
he takes part in a form of colonial fantasy, once again believing the views of the socially
dominant. He concludes that it is difficult to really assess the traumatic impact on the
oppressed groups. “Those terrifying stereotypes of savagery, cannibalism, lust and
18

Anibal Quijano, "Coloniality and Modernity/ Rationality." In Globalization and the Decolonial Option,
edited by Walter Mignolio and Arturo Escobar, (United States: Routledge, 2013) 23.
19
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anarchy which are the signal points of identification and alienation, scenes of fear and
desire in colonial texts. It is precisely this function of the stereotype as phobia and fetish
that threatens the closure of the racial/epidermal schema for the colonial subject and
opens the royal road to colonial fantasy.”21 The way in which colonialism is viewed in
the discourse is that it helped structure the economies and trade that helped support
European capitalism and development.22 Colonialism presumed to educate the colonized
‘Other’ and promote the supposed development of society. However, the struggles and
clashes are an overlooked aspect of the colonial project, for which there is limited
understanding of how to create equal cultures. Social domination and power oppressed
those cultures that drifted away from the struggles. For example, the Amerindians that
moved inland from the coastal regions of Guyana in order to avoid contact with new
European arrivals. “Colonialism expanded the contact between Europeans and nonEuropeans, generating a flood of images and ideas on an unprecedented scale. Previously
held notions about the inferiority of non-Europeans provided a justification for European
settlements, trading practices, religious missions and military activities.”23 This influx of
ideas and images from Europe changed the original landscape of Guyana’s visual culture.
European customs spread through religion by way of missionaries visiting the
reservations and through the establishment of marketplaces for trading. Many of the
colonial struggles in Guyana started with Amerindians’ refusal to be enslaved; instead,
the relationship between the Amerindians and Europeans became that of barter and trade.
21
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Eventually, colonial struggle evolved into the resistance of African slaves and other
indentured ethnicities brought into Guyana.24
To really grasp the possible steps that indigenous groups can take to improve their
future and to break free of the forms of colonial power, the issues of postcolonialism have
to be addressed, such as the rise of globalization and its impact on the marketing of
commodities like the tourist art produced at Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s. These
commodities create a market for tourist art and recast the colonialist rhetoric that frames
the artifacts in Guyanese museums. On one hand, the production of traditional crafts is a
way to preserve culture, but on the other, the sale of these objects on the global market
continues to anchor them to the rhetoric of colonial history. Tourist art relies on the
colonialist fascination with the ‘Other’ to generate sales. Indigenous communities aim to
become developed and structured just like many other ethnic groups in Guyana, but still
must face issues of colonial mentality directed towards them.25 Indigenous culture is
important to Guyana because of its multicultural setup, and the Guyanese society should
have a chance to understand their original cultural landscape. Thus, the craft objects
produced by the Amerindian reservations gather manifold interests between the
indigenous communities, the tourists who visit reservations and the government of
Guyana, all of which encourage international tourism.
The issue of race and race relations found its way into the power-holding cells of
Guyana and the structure of its government, which is common in the fresh establishment

24
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of a state. 26 It is necessary to talk about race because it is a major component to
postcolonial struggles of Indigenous Guyanese. Once Guyana was given independence
from the British crown in 1966, the first task was establishing a Guyanese identity. The
country that was formerly known as British Guiana became Guyana. The leader of this
newly established state under the commonwealth was Linden Forbes Sampson Burnham,
the Prime Minister of Guyana. Burnham was one of the first politicians to comment on
the issue of cultural change happening within the country in his address to the nation
upon gaining independence. He noted that “after 150 odd years of British rule and in
some cases misrule, we are now independent. But we harbor no bitterness. Bitterness, we
feel is for children and the intellectually underdeveloped. It is difficult, nay impossible to
change the facts of past history, and in the circumstances, though we welcome with
enthusiasm our new status, we are prepared not to spend the time ahead of us abusing
those who once dictated to us, but rather to seek means of cooperating with them in our
mutual advantage.” 27 Moving forward, there was hope for the proper development of the
country. Burnham aimed for Guyana to become a Republic, fully excluding the British
monarchy. Along with Cheddi Jagan, another significant Guyanese politician fighting for
Guyana’s democracy, they formed the People’s Progressive Party (PPP) in 1950. By
1955, however, the party split into two sides due to the opposing views of Burnham and
Jagan. Burnham of Afro-Guyanese descent and Jagan of Indo Guyanese decent each
attracted followers of their respective ethnicities, which charted the way for the racial
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tension that exists in politics between the Africans and the Indians.28 The People’s
National Congress (PNC), headed by Burnham, now existed in opposition to the PPP,
headed by Jagan. It was at this point that politics and ethnicity played a major role in the
cultural development of the country. It is impossible to ignore the racial politics of
Guyana because to some extent it still hinders the country in terms of unity as well as
artistic and cultural expression.
The issues of governmental power, lack of social change and poverty continue to
affect the Guyanese people. With a difference in the levels of communication between
the government and the people, there will be little room for change. After Burnham’s
death in 1985, the PNC remained in power until the 1992 election when Cheddi Jagan
and the PPP took office until his death in 1997. However, the PPP remained in political
dominance for 23 years. Under the administration of the PPP, Dr. Jagan tried to address
the issue of race and party politics by saying that the British and American influence led
each ethnicity – the Africans and the Indians – to believe there was animosity on both
sides. Dr. Jagan argued that race and religion have been used since the days of
colonialism to divide, rule and blur the basic problems affecting the country. The issue is
not just based on race, but on the economic state of the country as well as the
government’s ability to communicate to the public on all levels. The social hierarchy of
Guyana was built and based on the colour of one’s skin, which determined the person’s
social class.29 In almost every election in Guyana since the PPP took office, there has
been violence and struggle in the streets blamed on the issue of politics led by racism.
28
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Social psychologist Dr. Paloma Mohamed connects the issue of ethnic unsettlement and
politics in Guyana to poor communication. For example, during the disruptive 2001
Guyanese general elections, there were clashes between the police and people out in the
streets protesting the election results. “A consequence of differential communicative
power is the ability of those with more power to define and set boundaries of thought,
action, being and acceptability of others with less power, such as the poor.”30 Mohamed
concludes that aggression and self-destructive behaviour is a result of refusing to listen to
the cries of a community and ignoring someone’s concerns, which can lead to the
disempowerment of the self.31
The psychology behind race relations in Guyana is poorly examined; as a result,
communities such as Amerindian villages are distant and not politically involved in the
development of the country. Indigenous people of Guyana do not tend to get involved in
the power struggles of politics. The reasons for this are unknown, but it has always been
important in Amerindian tradition to establish a sense of community for themselves and
to pay attention to the development within their villages. This cannot be seen as a
negative action because after dealing with the destructive forces of colonialism, most
tribes tend to avoid conflict and live peacefully amongst themselves. To overcome the
ethnic issues in Guyana, it is important to have a sense of communication that can be
distributed equally, to bridge the societal gaps and change the perceptions and attitudes.32
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Sometimes the ethnic tensions in Guyana result in the decline of the population,
as most people tend to migrate for several reasons. A recent study and census has
revealed that the population of Guyana is still dropping. “It is reported that about 700,000
Guyanese live outside the country in places like the USA, Canada, England and other
Caribbean countries.”33 Guyana is severely under-populated considering the size of the
country, and the vast amounts land are still available for development. “This high rate of
migration is symptomatic of severe economic crises and political instability, a large
percentage of the migrants are the most qualified and skilled Guyanese. This brain drain
has in turn exacerbated the economic and social crisis by robbing the country of valuable
intellectual capital, human resources and entrepreneurial energy.”34 The division of race
can even be seen in geographical separation where ethnic groups are relegated to specific
areas, as well as the idea that the poorer families are often cast in the rural zones.35 The
Amerindian populations can be seen heavily in different geographical regions across the
country. For example, Regions Eight and One are almost entirely Amerindians (see fig.
2). The Amerindian way of life is more relaxed, but at the same time able to provide for
the individual and the community through odd jobs such as mining, farming or craft
production. Because of the lack of Amerindian presence on the governmental structure of
Guyana, their communities remain enclosed and the people do not venture out to live in
the city. The government of Guyana has done a tremendous job over the years in
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providing for these communities, but unfortunately not all are as advanced as the others.
For example, Amerindians in Region Nine would not get the same benefits than
Amerindians living in Region Two, which closer to the capital city in Region Four. This
unequal distribution of supplies can cause friction amongst the reservations, and
specifically amongst the Toshous who are the leaders of these villages. Every community
should be progressing at the same rate of development, not just those favoured by ecotourism and convenience. Yet, there is no way of resolving racial tension in the environs
of Guyana without first addressing the issue of communication and the hierarchization of
ethnic groups in society.36

Denis Williams, Walter Roth and the Early Study of Amerindian Art and Culture

Denis Williams, an art historian specializing in Guyanese culture, laid the
foundation for changing understandings of the artistic and cultural traditions of the
country.37 He moved to Guyana in 1966 with the intent of exploring this newly
independent country. Denis Williams noted the centrality of art making and trade in
Guyana, as well as the country’s potential to be artistically diverse due to its mixed ethnic
background. As early as 1966, Williams charted a way for the future of the newly
independent state. He concluded that any development in Guyana depended on the
understanding of its own past and once everyone was equipped with the knowledge of the
36
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history of all the inhabitants of the land, then it becomes possible to co-exist. “Williams
recognized the urgency of laying the foundations of institutions which would enable the
dissemination of knowledge and the development of a culture that could offer its peoples
validation within an acceptable context.”38 What exactly did this conclusion mean? The
formalization of a history of Guyanese identity. Recognizing the threat that colonization
and the postcolonial moment posed, Williams knew that Amerindian groups in Guyana
needed to understand their past to create more optimistic outcomes for their future.
Especially due to the impact they have on the cultural foundation of the country. A
preservation of their culture, art and traditions will all contribute to the continuing
discourse of their relevance to the broader Guyanese community and their relation to
Guyanese art history.
Williams was in awe of Amerindian tribes especially those that dwelled in the
depths of the forest. His assessment of their culture was as follows: “Amerindian culture
is a perfect adaptation to the rainforest, to its environment. It is completely in balance to
the environment and technology is the means by which man mediates his needs with the
environment.”39 Williams was more than just an art historian with a background in
cultural studies, he also examined the archaeology of the Amerindians. For example, his
research included line drawings and the relationship between African patterns and
rhythms and those of the West Indies. However, his largest project was the research he
conducted while writing his book Prehistoric Guiana. In it, Williams examines
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petroglyphs, rock formations and the traditional patterns established by the first
indigenous inhabitants.
Williams’s archeological research in Guyana was inspired by Walter Roth, a
British historian and anthropologist who describes his interactions with the Guyanese
Indians in his work An Introductory Study of the Arts, Crafts and Customs of the Guiana
Indians. Roth offers the first insight into the lives of the Amerindians in Guyana. During
1913 and 1933, Roth established contact with the Smithsonian Anthropological Archives
and provided an outside view of the archeological collections the museum gathered about
Guyana.40 When Roth was first stationed in Guyana in 1906, he was assigned to the
northwest region of the country and began working on three different expeditions into the
interior. During his time in the Upper Essequibo region, he spent approximately a month
with some native Indians and made note of this interaction in his second volume,
Additional Studies of the Arts, Crafts and Customs of the Guiana Indians, in 1929. Roth
stated that “during the whole month spent with the Indians it was a case of sign language
and pencil or water-color drawing. All the same it sometimes seemed quite uncanny to
hear my own voice.”41 The time Roth took to communicate and understand another
culture outside of the one to which he was accustomed helped to inspire those that would
follow his work, such as Denis Williams. Roth was even able to translate some early
Dutch and German materials related to the early occupation of the interior of Guyana.
The motivation of Roth’s work was based on the fact that he had a completely different
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approach to dealing with native populations. He was not trained to do this research; the
different lifestyle gave him the opportunity to capture information that could have been
lost forever, and at the same time broke the earlier stereotype of the indigenous being
hostile savages.42 Roth’s collection of Guyana was not only of material culture, but also
native stories and legends. He even sketched small details of Amerindian basketry work
and noted the tools they used such as fire stone, timber, oils and twines, among others.
However, Roth never addressed the changes and consequences Amerindians faced from
the exploring Europeans.43 Roth’s historical collections were only able to aid the visions
held by those wanting to promote a new direction of Guyana. Williams paid close
attention to the work of Walter Roth, prompting him to establish the Walter Roth
Museum of Anthropology in 1974 in the heart of the capital city, Georgetown, with the
aim of preserving as many relics of the Amerindian culture as possible, as well as being a
point of reference for the Guyanese people in consulting their history (see fig. 3).44
Unfortunately, the institutions in Guyana that stand today contain only a small
amount of Roth’s work, as his main Guyanese collections are held at the British Museum
in London. Guyana does have a few archives that represent the oral tradition of the
indigenous groups, but they give little insight into current community development and
the current global trade of commodities that they now produce. However, a basis of the
history of Guyana leads me to a brief study of the anthropological exploration of the land
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along with similar Caribbean territories, including the ethnic diversity of the Guyanese,
and finally the colonial and postcolonial impact on the Guyanese-Amerindian culture that
has transformed Amerindian visual culture.

Amerindian Objects and Visual Culture

In the context of globalization, the trade of cultural objects and art plays an
important and heavily established role in the European market. It is necessary to explore
cross-cultural interactions so as to enable a more inclusive or non-European historical
account, as author Claire Farago suggests when she asks the question ‘Whose
Renaissance?’ The understanding of objects in art history and visual culture should have
equal appreciations of cultures and systems. That is why she highlights certain critics,
such as Homi Bhabha, that go against the traditional framework of how these objects
should be viewed and present an outside perspective, thus providing the opportunity to
focus on issues such as globalization that are affecting the visual history of Guyana. “The
give and take between cultures merits our attention, but the realities of political and
economic domination cannot be ignored. Since the 1970’s, critics like Edward Said,
Henry Louis Gates, Jacques Derrida, Homi Bhabha, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and
numerous others have changed that contemporary scholarship that keeps itself pure by
not taking certain kinds of contexts into account.”45
More and more, the craft objects being produced by the Guyanese–Amerindians
anticipate and cater to a European view of what the object should be. The object often
45
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contains a European influence, while at the same time not being classified as European at
all. For example, Amerindian, jewelry, jewelry boxes, fruit bowls, table mats, woven
slippers, etc. are objects that are European-modeled with indigenous elements such as the
woven materials and the colourful modifications.46 This kind of indigenous influence on
European style is something that other artists have purposely used, even without
indigenous heritage.
The concept of art is about reflecting on a person’s imagination and creativity,
which are influenced by their environment. The crafting of Amerindian objects at the
Amerindian reservations is seen as an inclusion into normal everyday activities.
However, it should be noted that villagers know that the objects they produce are not for
their personal appreciation, but instead are to be displayed in the craft shops to tourists
that pass though their villages. The idea that foreign audiences will be fascinated by the
exotic still remains, because exotic objects have no need to be analyzed for multiple
connotative meanings. European, North American and any other foreign audiences will
want to imagine the religious, spiritual, cultural or traditional charms that these elements
might possess. For example, during the age of the Italian Renaissance, Portuguese traders
often commissioned works of art or sculptures carved from African ivories, referred to as
‘saltcellars’. It is a trade on which little is known. The carvers, often African artists or
‘Sapi’ carvers, produced works that appeared odd to the Portuguese. These figures had
strange proportions, and often times the Portuguese blamed this on the Africans’ lack of
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understanding of European artistic knowledge.47 However, studies into African art have
revealed that these carvings most often portrayed African interpretation of the Portuguese
themselves. The Portuguese saw these objects as exotic and odd, and framed them with
the belief that it represented some form of African ancestry. “The desire to possess such
unusual objects was fueled by the apparent connotations of the grotesque inherited from
ancient writers and developed in contemporary artistic practice.”48
Certain exotic objects are fueled by the thought that they hold a fascinating
history, which might not be the case. Many people are curious about cultural meaning,
when the reality is that most often these objects have no myth or legend, but instead
reflect onto the viewers a mixture of culture, influence and dominance that has
diminished true cultural meaning. This once again relates to the concept of expressive
authenticity first suggested by Denis Dutton. Amerindians still take pride in their work
and the objects that they produce, but by catering these objects to a global market, the
objects reflect what is in demand by that market. Just as the Sapi carvers, the objects did
not serve any other purpose in their culture; they were produced for the purpose of being
exported. These exported objects were often seen as gifts, collections or even souvenirs
produced by the Sapi culture during the age of European exploration in the 15th century.
The objects in the Guyanese-Amerindian market represent European ideas and to some
extent the relationship between the colonizer and the colonized. There is some sort of
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coexistence between indigenous values and European knowledge, but cultural differences
still cannot be understood. In the end, these objects become opportunity for profit.49
In order for an object to be understood, it speaks to the needs of the social
environment in which it is contained. The craft produced at St. Cuthbert’s and Santa
Mission are produced for the value that they can add to the community in terms of being
traded on the global market. When examining a work of art, is it more important to think
of the society from which it originated rather than the historical ideas or how history tells
us to analyze the object. There are some objects that do hold traditional Amerindian
values because they are mentioned throughout history, and then there are some produced
simply to help maintain a proper standard of living.
Today in our homes, many objects of art and craft come from different countries
and societies that produce them: a Persian carpet or porcelain from China. These exotic
commodities can be found all around us today because of globalization and the crossing
of cultures.50 This crossing of cultures happens through trade over global borders or even
through travel. The more tourists in a country, the more art and craft production increases
to attract the eyes of those tourists. For example, Europe has prized itself as the artistic
hub where our focus on art history and visual culture arises. During the 18th century,
Western Europe depended on and promoted this idea of art and culture. Even with exotic
craft being brought into Europe from other countries, travel literature in Europe would
often classify their acquired exotic objects as better than those found anywhere else. “The
49
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intimate relationship between travel and the creation of hierarchies to define exoticism
and cultural difference was also played out within Europe as a way of cultural self–
definition. Most of the terms used in travel literature was to disparage racial and nonChristian others – backward, superstitious, fanatical, hyper sexualized and so forth.”51
This period was called the Grand Tour, and was a time of exchange of commodities from
the north and south of Europe. For example, tourism in Italy increased so much that the
entire visual culture of the country was transformed. New art studios were formed due to
tourists willing to acquire as much art as possible because of the new attached meaning of
owning a piece of Italian art. “Tourists’ acquisition of works of art was also responsible
for the removal of some of the most important products of contemporary cultural
production, ultimately impoverishing a thriving artistic tradition that, in the 19th century,
developed into a caricature of itself, almost wholly dependent on tourist money.”52
During this time in Europe, it was then realized that the objects of art and visual culture
became objects for export or to be preserved in a museum, with the common goal of
attracting tourists. The relationship between tourists and the visual history of the country
depends on the appeal of the objects being showcased as travel aids for our understanding
of cultural differences. For example, the visual history of Italy is shaped by the tourist
culture and the enthusiasm of visitors interested in seeing works deemed ‘Classical
Italian,’ such as pieces by Correggio, Raphael and Rubens. However, excluded at one
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point were the more eccentric artists such as Caravaggio or Botticelli.53 These exclusions
presented a one-sided view of what Italian art should include, also making it harder for
international art forms to be recognized.

The Present State of Amerindian Art
As it stands today, there appears to be a disconnect between what is showcased in the
museums in Guyana and objects on display in the Amerindian craft shops. During my
tour of St. Cuthbert’s reservation, I saw works of art by the more mainstream artists of
indigenous culture and heard the popular Guyanese names such as Oswald Hussein,
George Simon, Telford Taylor and Lealand Clenkien, most of whom are sculptors and all
of whom started off at this reservation. I was told by the Toushou of St. Cuthbert’s that at
one point sculptures representing different aspects of Amerindian culture were popular
and would often be displayed at The Castallani Art House in the city. But because of
changes in the market and the demands of tourists, people were generally interested in the
smaller crafts. Toushou Simon said, “What I feel is that when tourists come to our
country, they will only take something small that will fit in their luggage.”54 Thus, a
larger wooden sculpture will be overlooked in favour of a small woven jewellery box.
The demand for the woven art pieces is present on both reservations, as it is the most
popular item for sale. Even in the city or at the airport gift shops, these smaller trinkets
are ever present. The issue is that the museums barely focus on Amerindian woven craft.
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Other than a display of maybe a few baskets or a woven hammock, very little attention is
paid to the current production and skill transference that the indigenous craft committees
on these reservations possess. If you were to visit the Guyana National Museum, the
section on indigenous art and craft is vague and hosts a few sculptures and paintings that
express the indigenous relationship between the artist and nature, and draw from
influences in rock art. These elements may not be so popular anymore. During the
1980’s, Oswald Hussein was recognized for his unique sculptures, pieces of art that were
never seen before in the Guyanese community. Because of this, there was a certain
distinct nature of Guyanese Amerindian art.55
Today, the easiest representation of Amerindian art is seen through massproduced woven objects. These objects emulate European functionality, but are made
exotic by their production method of being hand woven by mainly indigenous women.
There are times when all of these art pieces will come together, including some artifacts,
and will be presented to the Guyanese public through Amerindian exhibitions or displays
that happen during the Government-promoted ‘Amerindian Heritage Month’ in
September. What’s often overlooked is the history of the objects displayed, the meaning
and their impact on foreign markets.
Indigenous designs and motifs are sometimes popular in Western culture, and
they promote the unspoken connection of the indigenous with history. But if the history
cannot be properly disseminated and absorbed by the entire Guyanese culture, these
objects just become objects and little attention is paid to the concept of its authenticity or
the question as to whether this object has just become a mass-produced commodity.
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In my next chapter, I will discuss the main theorists that influence my discussion
of Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s. The subsequent theories and research help to
reinforce my argument that addresses the postcolonial influence that shapes the visual
culture landscape of Guyana, addressing specifically changes in the production of
indigenous objects and the influence of issues such as globalization.

CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW

Key Concepts
This literature review provides a brief introduction to the lives of the first indigenous
people of the Caribbean before the arrival of the Europeans, and charts a study of their
culture in the context of globalization and specifically postcolonial thinking directed
towards Amerindian commodities. Along with the postcolonial theories of Walter
Mignolio and Nestor Canclini, it is my intent to highlight the colonialist positions that
still affect contemporary indigenous communities in Guyana as well as other South
American and Caribbean countries. I will highlight the visual cultural history of Guyana
while providing an account of the postcolonial environment.
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The key concepts that I will be addressing in this chapter are the theories related
to the power structures of colonialism, the impact of globalization upon the object and
community, the importance of the process of ‘making’ the object in relation to a culture
as discussed by Tim Ingold and lastly addressing the determination of authenticity and
tourist art as it relates to visual culture studies by referencing works by Denis Dutton,
Claire Farago and Larry Shiner among others.
Specifically I discuss The Darker Side of Western Modernity by Walter Mignolo.
Mignolo is one of the key theorists on colonial impact in the Americas, and in this book
he specifically addresses the power matrix that he believes was established and controlled
by the West. Mignolo also promotes the concept off de-westernization, which emphasizes
a country’s individual culture over the dominant influences of the West. This concept can
aid in the equality of knowledge, politics and economic issues affected by globalization.
Mignolo’s ideas also give background into the political and social influences in Guyana.
Next, I discuss Consumers and Citizens by Nestor Garcia Canclini. Canclini’s
work in this book is mainly centred around the impact of globalization on consumers in
less-developed nations. Canclini was born in South America and relates many of his
arguments to these countries to tie-in with the shrinking traditions of smaller
communities. I use Canclini’s research on the placement of indigenous culture in Mexico
City as an example of the shrinking traditions in a diverse global city to relate to the
displacement of Amerindian culture in Guyana.
Thirdly Making by Tim Ingold provides some insight into the psychology of
making, and many of Ingold’s theories can be related to the patterns and designs
commonly passed down in Amerindian culture. His work expands on the relationship
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between form and meaning, and addresses the psychology behind the making of
indigenous objects.
Next, Globalization and the Decolonial Option by Walter Mignolo provided
various chapters by independent scholars on the impact of globalization on minority
groups around the world. Some of the areas explored deal with knowledge and colonial
thinking, colonial power patterns and binary thinking patterns.
Finally, I referenced chapters written by various authors on the topic of
authenticity and tourist art such as Denis Dutton, Claire Farago and Larry Shiner that
specifically deals with the topic of the impact of cultural objects within a community and
the objects transition to tourist art as well as examining the relationship between
authenticity and craft produced by small scale communities.

Coloniality and Culture
Walter Mignolo’s book Globalization and the Decolonial Option introduces the
primary colonial themes that affect Latin America, the Caribbean and other developing
countries. Mignolo aims to highlight the effects of colonization on the indigenous people,
which can still be seen today in the indigenous settlements in Guyana. Mignolo addresses
themes such as racism, colonialism, globalization and most importantly decolonization as
ways of rethinking the future. Mignolio’s concepts are important in understanding parts
of this thesis because they are often interconnected and helped formulate my conclusions
based on the research of the Amerindian villages in Guyana, considered a third-world
country by global standard. Mignolo draws on the ideas of Anibal Quijano, Arturo
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Escobar and Nelson Maldonado Torres in order to analyze the relationship between
racism and decolonization.
Theorist Anibal Quijano argues on the topic of the colonizing process and the
dismissal of beliefs, images and ideas of the so-called ‘Other’ by global colonial
domination. Quijano suggests that in third-world countries such as Guyana, racial
discrimination can still be used as a form of control. Because of the various races present
in Guyana, there tends to be a clash of cultures and racial discrimination amongst the
numerous ethnic groups. Quijano explains, “The conquered and dominated peoples were
situated in a natural position of inferiority and, as a result, their phenotypic traits as well
as their cultural features were considered inferior. In this way race became the
fundamental criterion for the distribution of the world population into ranks, places, and
roles in the new society’s structure of society.”56 The establishment of a cultural divide
was the result of a Euro-centric colonialism; it is mainly political, and relates to the
European domination of several countries.57 Coloniality invoked the establishment of
racial hierarchies, which were a major factor in producing a global consciousness of
racial categories. “The process of eurocentrification of the new world power in the
following centuries gave way to the imposition of such a ‘racial’ criteria to the new social
classification of the world population on a global scale. So in the first place, new social
identities were produced all over the world: ‘Whites,’ ‘Indians,’ ‘Negroes,’ ‘Yellows’ and
‘Olives,’ using physiognomic traits of the peoples as external manifestations of their
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‘racial’ nature.”58 Once this new order was in place, the classification or status of
ethnicities in society began. For instance, in Guyana the East Indian population makes up
43.5% of the total as of 2002, compared to the African population of 30.2% and the
Amerindian population of only 9.2%59
Indigenous people were not invested or involved in the political development of
the country, and this remains an unfortunate circumstance. The detachment of the
Amerindian groups away from the city has, however, helped to develop close-knit
communities with self-awareness and a focus on the preservation and development of
their cultural life. Mignolo’s theories and research on colonialism continue in his next
book, The Darker Side of Western Modernity, in which he again references Anibal
Quijano and his theory on the emergence of the colonial matrix of power, which was
centred and created in the Western World, and from which Africans and Indians were
specifically left out. Also known as ‘patron colonial de poder’ this power matrix focused
on various domains: authority, economy, racism, gender and sexuality, and finally
knowledge and subjectivity.60
Religion was one method of applying this power matrix to the inhabitants of the
new world. Mignolo argues that religion is still used today, and it is only held together by
the powers of colonialism. It is the logic of coloniality that holds together this sphere that
can be used as a tool of control by the Western world.61 Another example of this power
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matrix is the racism and sexism that accompanied colonialism. Mignolo says that “A
white woman in the colonies, for example, is in a position to dominate a man of color,
and a woman of color in the colonies, would most likely join her ethnically exploited
male companion rather than join the white woman who exploits and dominates him.”62
Other examples of hierarchies that still exist for us today, according to Mignolo,
include the spiritual or religious hierarchy that favors Christianity or Western spirituality
over non-Western religions. In fact, the concept of religion originated in the Christian
Catholic Church, and this knowledge was then spread to other spiritual practices. For
example, Hinduism was only formalized as a religion in the 18th century.63
European dominance forced other ethnic groups to accept this general knowledge. This
can also explain the strong Christian presence felt in the Amerindian communities across
Guyana. During my visits to the reservations, I noted that there is little to no unique
spiritual Amerindian tradition, but the communities follow traditional Anglican methods
of worship. This is due to the early missionaries that came in contact with their
communities. For example, St. Cuthbert’s was aided by the missionaries and was named
after the Bishop Saint Cuthbert (see fig. 4).
Another major example of the European power matrix is the aesthetic hierarchy,
which includes art, literature, theatre and opera, expressed through various institutions
such as schools, museums, galleries, etc. The aesthetic hierarchy refers to Europeaninspired standards or beauty related to the appreciation and understanding of various art
forms. This standard has now been assimilated into art forms in Guyanese culture,
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including the tourist art produced by the Amerindians. The objects offered to tourists are
often European-inspired décor produced using traditional indigenous weaving methods
(see fig. 5). Guyana now has established norms of how art should appear, of what is
classy and elegant, what is beautiful, what is art, what is not, what shall be accepted and
what will be ignored.64
Western knowledge and influence is so broad and well-established that in the
postcolonial context, forms of resistance to this troubled history seem impossible. This
entire theory of the power matrix can be linked to indigenous groups within the social
structures of Guyana, as Guyana is classified as a third-world country because it cannot
keep up with the expanding global markets in the western world. In this regard, Mignolo
notes a difference between colonialism and coloniality. Colonialism speaks to the
political and economic relations within a country, while coloniality addresses the effects
of existing and established patterns of power from colonialism that define culture,
knowledge, production and other factors.65 Coloniality is still spoken about today because
it remains alive in literature. “The very relationship between colonizer and colonized
provided a new model to understand the relationship between the soul or mind and the
body, likewise, modern articulations of the mind/body are used as models to conceive the
colonizer/colonized relation, as well as the relation between man and woman.”66. The
idea of even having to classify a person as human might seem outrageous, but it was
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indeed done, which is why there are colonial themes present in some cultures and
societies.

Postcolonialism, Globalization and Hybrid Cultures
Postcolonial theory focuses on the effects that colonization and the process of
decolonization had on the Caribbean and on indigenous people, as well as possible
interpretations of the direction that indigenous communities are headed. Nestor Garcia
Canclini is one of the most esteemed theorists on the topic of hybridity within cultures.
More importantly, he focuses on Latin American cultures and their fight against the
Western world, such as the struggle against submitting their cultures to an Americanized
way of life. Canclini’s book on globalization and multicultural conflicts also explores the
theory of postcolonialism elaborated by the theorist Homi Bhabha and the strict divide
that is set up in the world between the colonizer and the colonized. Canclini addresses the
view of non-white artists and their contribution to the controlled art world. Outside artists
are forced to fit into the norms of society, but in reality the truth is ignored. The truth is
that ethnic artists are encouraged to produce Euro-centric pieces of art. He calls it
“participating in a system of production and consumption not of one’s choosing.”67
Related to the idea of controlling a culture through a system is the theme of
cultural hegemony. ‘Cultural hegemony’ refers to the Marxist belief that a dominant
culture controls a multicultural society; minority cultures are encouraged to suppress
beliefs, values or perceptions. Dominant cultures do this to ensure that all cultures can
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have common ideals, and this suppression is encouraged through various media
platforms. Cultural hegemony is also tightly bound to consumerism, whereby the need to
control consumers can be linked to the political motives of governments and
corporations. The rate at which products are consumed is also linked to divisions within
societies. For example, the handicraft or other indigenous element may mean different
things to an outsider than it does to the native group. This is done through mythical and
spiritual connections versus an outsider’s interpretation of the object. There is a
difference in the sociocultural meaning and thus understanding.68
This influence of dominant cultures on smaller ones is especially relevant to the
study of Amerindian communities in Guyana. For instance, in my visit to St. Cuthbert’s I
noted the influence of technology and media that was present. I heard American Top 40
playing on a local radio station, and saw that most homes were equipped with televisions.
The children of the community eat as much junk food as those in the city. Indigenous
communities are not exempt from the influences of dominant culture. The communities
are surrounded by dominant and popular culture all of which points to Canclini’s
argument that that relationship between the colonizer and the colonized persists after
colonization, and the colonized replicate and are shaped by its ideologies.
There is a postmodern debate in anthropological texts that questions if
anthropologists know how to conduct ethnographic studies.69 Often times different ethnic
groups take on the task of trying to understand another culture without being fully versed
in the history of that cultural group or even experiencing it first-hand. The example
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Canclini uses comes from the study of indigenous groups in Mexico City. Canclini
describes it as a disintegrating city that suffers from cultural globalization. “In Mexico
City there are 263,000 indigenous Mexicans belonging to more than thirty ethnic groups
who speak a corresponding number of languages.”70 These indigenous groups are so
scattered that it is almost expected that there is a loss in tradition, especially the loss of
one’s native language. There is a similar situation amongst the indigenous Arawak tribes
in Guyana and in St. Cuthbert’s mission, where there are barely any residents that still
speak the native tongue even though there are classes held every afternoon by an elder of
the community to teach the youth. International trends and influences of the city can
affect community life in the reservations just as it would in any other part of the world.
Without adapting to cultural hegemony, it would be difficult for Amerindian
communities to thrive or to keep up with the world order, even though they are not
partaking in any global exchange. The production of knowledge by the social sciences is
related to cultural hegemony because both are derived from European control. This
transference of ideologies through these platforms in culture is something that was once
controlled by Europe and is now controlled by the United States. There are definite
divisions in political, economic and geo-epistemological thinking that control the
distribution of scientific labour. For example, as much as a third-world country may try to
develop by building institutions such as libraries, art galleries and universities, all with
the aim of increasing world knowledge, there will always be a missing factor of scientific
design that is largely controlled by the first world.71 “Third world countries are, in terms
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of the economy, providing natural resources to industrial countries and, in the sciences,
providing data to be processed in the laboratories of the first world.”72 The reason
situations like this are present is because they are engrained in the structural system of
coloniality and exist in the capitalist system through processes of trade and globalization.
“The annexation of the Third World, its integration in the worldwide capitalist system
through trade and colonization also comprise a scientific window, so that the draining of
material resources goes hand in hand with brain drainage and, at another level, with the
expropriation of archeological remains or cultural objects that end up enriching
metropolitan museums of world cultures.”73 In the end, what does this do for a
misunderstood Amerindian culture? The only solution would be to reconsider native
cultures through critical postcolonial thought.

Making: Material Culture of the Caribbean
Art and architecture, as well as the disciplines that interpret them such as anthropology,
archaeology, art history, visual and material culture, are ways of shaping the knowledge
that constitutes communities. This knowledge shapes how we understand indigenous
commodities and the process of making them. The simple process of making is much
more than it appears to be on the surface. Tim Ingold highlights the strong significance of
the process of making objects in his book Making. The author explores and encourages
self-discovery and the transfer of personal thoughts and emotions to an object. Ingold
says that this connection between a person and an object is linked to the theory that
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knowledge is objective, as previously suggested by Mignolo. This theory therefore
signifies that there is a difference between our knowledge and what we learn. One learns
by absorbing what the world has to tell us through the use of our senses.74 This was
something that can be seen when observing some of the community weavers or craftmakers in the Amerindian villages of St. Cuthbert’s and Santa Mission, and the
complexity of their craft making. The weavers in the communities are often quiet women,
who see their craft-making as a part of their daily activities (see fig. 6).
There is a difference between personal knowledge and an observed knowledge;
the difference comes from being able to know and being able to tell. To tell and articulate
in words is completely different from being in the present and partaking in the task.
Ingold says that anthropologists are blinded by shades of meaning and what lies in the
unspoken. “The figure of the silent craftsman who is struck dumb when asked to tell what
he does, or how he does it, is largely a fiction sustained by those who have a vested
interest in securing an academic monopoly over the spoken and written word.”75 Ingold is
focused on highlighting communication patterns between anthropologists and the outside
world. People should be able to understand the world around them by referencing objects
in material culture, and the initial step includes understanding personal thoughts. Ingold
ties together his research by focusing on the ‘Four A’s’:anthropology, archaeology, art
and architecture. Being able to link art and material culture is a significant part of this
thesis, which analyzes the objects that Amerindians in Guyana produce. In Chapter
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Three, I discuss how a sensory awareness in relation to the object enables an
understanding of making in Amerindian life and culture.
One’s personal knowledge is gained through experience, and it is this experience
that is still passed along the generations of the tribes’ women in Guyana today. The
concept of producing objects for sale in the communities is an unspoken way of sharing
their culture and hardship. One major misunderstanding that both communities felt with
relation to the outside world is that it is time-consuming and expensive for them to
produce the craft for sale, whether it be a woven basket, an intricately carved sculpture or
a colourful painting. I was told by the Toushou of St. Cuthbert’s Mission that the average
Guyanese person coming into the community to buy crafts will come to the conclusion
that their objects are overpriced, while a tourist from another country will think the item
is underpriced because they have an understanding of the hard work that was put into the
production of the object. This view of the Amerindian community tells us a lot about
their mindset and thus willingness to cater to foreign markets and to really sell their craft
as a commodity to aid in the future development of their communities. In one way, they
are not willing to be taken advantage of, but at the same time they fall victim to the
demands of the global market and can be manipulated by the power matrix of economic
control.
The talent that the Amerindians possess in craft-making is remarkable, using the
dried leaves of the Tibisiri palm to delicately weave countless items we see in popular
culture such as shoes, bras or handbags. Their hands tell their story; they give insight into
what they do not say, but rather what shapes their cultural life. Ingold articulates the
importance of the use of the hand in making, and how hands tell a story that our ears,
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noses or eyes cannot experience. “The more eloquent the eyes, the less they see; the more
they see, the less they give away. But with the hand there is no such trade off. Not only is
it supreme among the organs of touch, the hand can also tell the stories of the world in its
gestures and in the written or drawn traces they yield, or in the manipulation of threads as
in weaving, lacemaking and embroidery. Indeed the more gesturally animate the hand,
the more it feels.”76 This suggested relationship of action and feeling could also be linked
to the gender roles of the women in these Amerindian societies, where women are seen as
the ones that feel deeply and possess special skills that men do not. In these reservations,
almost all of the community weavers are women.
The relationship between the maker and the object is important in Amerindian
culture, material culture in other Caribbean islands include the study of more specific
ceramics or objects that affect personal or spiritual lives, this in turn becomes a key area
of interest for an archeologist. In 1992, Irving Rouse made note of his observations in his
book The Tainos: Rise and Decline of the People who Greeted Columbus. This was
where the daily tools that added to the lives of the Taino (Arawak) people such as
pottery, weapons for hunting, marine resources such as canoes and other basic items
began to be studied.77 The variation of these items from island to island among the
different tribes was noted by archeologists working in the Caribbean, even stretching to
the coasts of South America and eventually to Central America. The material culture
shows variations in human behavior from one native tribe to the next. For example, Zemi
figures show a high degree of stylistic difference. A Zemi is a ceramic figure thought to
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represent a God, crafted during the early ceramic production period. The Zemis were
often created using the remains of ancestors or other natural objects, and as a result they
were thought to inhabit the object with spirits (see fig. 7).
Zemis are an example of an object changing within its environment and reflects
community behaviour, just as some communities turned woven craft into a community
attraction, Zemis changed. Eventually they were carved from wood and cotton cloth, and
thus it became a representation of the original object, similar to a recreation or a mere
copy, and not as powerful as those the ancestors of the natives would have produced.
These instances show the connection of material culture to the lives of these indigenous
groups. “It is evident that the material culture of the early ceramic period in the
Caribbean islands reflects the nonmaterial as well as the material lives of human cultural
groups.”78
Apart from the religious connections to material culture through objects such as
Zemis, there are other objects that Amerindians used that still can be considered relevant
in their culture today, such as tools for agriculture. Amerindians knew the type of land
they were working with, and the production of cassava became well-known amongst the
Arawak people. Even Las Casas wrote about the tools Amerindians used to harvest their
food in the rich lands, such as the coa, a long stick used to dig the soil. There are some
elements that remain today and can be seen in the communities, such as the oven used for
baking cassava bread as well as the tool used to grind and press the cassava. “The
examination in private or museum collections of feather ornaments, basketry and wood or
fiber artifacts still produced today by forest-dwelling societies, help us realize that what
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has come to us from the ancient societies of the Antilles is but a small part of all that was
produced.”79 Amerindian communities that are around today, such as those in Guyana,
can provide cultural comparisons of some traditions as well as insight into the aesthetic
understanding of the culture. These communities also address the ethnic contribution and
racial identity of the Guyanese people. Local Guyanese who visit the reservations may
buy these objects and have them in their homes, regardless of the fact that it was
produced by a different ethnic group. They would want to possess this object because it
becomes not just indigenous art but Guyanese art, as well as a reminder of surviving the
impact of colonialism in relation to material culture and the result of shifting patterns.

Authenticity and Tourist Art
When I speak of tourism in Guyana, I need to address the promotion of eco-tourism in
the country and the relationship to the Amerindian Reservations. These reservations
promote tourism through eco-resorts as well as the promotion of culture that comes from
simply touring an Amerindian village. The marketing of Amerindian culture calls into
question its authenticity, appropriation and exoticism, particularly as these pertain to the
craft objects on-site. In this case, the word ‘authentic’ refers to the craft objects being
produced on the reservations. It does not relate to issues of forgery or plagiarism in the
broader art world. The word ‘authentic’ itself can be described as dimensional.
Philosopher of language J.L. Austin defined authenticity as being a term whose meaning
is uncertain until it can be related to a specific subject area.80 In terms of the woven
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objects, the practice of weaving has been passed along generations and so the art of
making is unique and genuine. However, the objects have no solid relation to indigenous
artifacts. The objects produced are fashioned for a foreign visitor. This production can be
described as expressive authenticity because it reflects the objects’ relationship with a
society’s values and beliefs. On the flip side, nominal authenticity relates to the
authorship and the identification of the origins of the object, meaning the art of weaving
is something passed along in indigenous societies.81 These two categories of expressive
and nominal authenticity can help shape the deeper understanding of the term
‘authenticity’ in art. Nominal authenticity can especially be the driving force of the
market behind the objects, because once a tourist buys the object he or she is now the
owner of a pattern of history that expresses indigenous ideas or values. Author Denis
Dutton examines the relationship between authenticity and an audience. “A Pacific Island
dancer was once asked about his native culture. ‘Culture?’ he responded. ‘That’s what we
do for the tourists.’ But if it’s only for the tourists, who have neither the knowledge nor
the time to learn and apply a probing canon of criticism to an art form, there can be no
reason to expect that the art form will develop the complex expressive possibilities we
observe in the great established art traditions of the world.”82 Because of examples like
this, indigenous culture and art becomes stuck in a world of fetishism and
commodification. The Guyanese population as a whole has not been properly informed of
these issues, and they should be, because indigenous art relates to Guyanese culture and
represents the country on the front of eco-tourism.
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The continuous production of woven objects helps promote nominal authenticity.
The indigenous community maintains their technical skills and training to ensure the
perception of authenticity. In doing this, these objects are transformed into community
income. The sale of the objects on the global market ensures community development.
Cultural artist and writer Michael Phillipson argues that “hands that handle it with great
technical skill and obsessive care, ensuring its continuity, its complexification and its
endless reconstitution. These hands that make sure that the event of art, once so small,
marginal and inaccessible in the everyday life of most people, is now to be recognized by
its great size and ever increasing and direct affiliations with power.”83 This power, from
something once so small-scale, comes from the globalization of these objects in the
tourist market. Phillipson argues that this is the marketing of cultural tradition often used
as a tool to promote tourism. The process was common in many cultures after
independence. Similarly, Ashcroft argues that “after independence, many colonized
cultures sought various ways to preserve their traditional practices. One of the most
controversial and disputed methods has been the establishment of cultural tourism, that is,
the use of culture as an attraction for foreign tourists.”84 Cultural tourism is then linked to
the economy of the respective country and their global relations. For example, Bill
Ashcroft uses the example of indigenous Australians to relay the meaning of cultural
tourism. “In the Kimberley region of Western Australia, the local Mowanjum community
has engaged in a process of renewing the sacred wanjina images original painted on rock
faces. They have used these images to create artwork, which has been sold to raise money
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for education and health facilities. But they also see the process as one which keeps the
traditional culture alive and passes it on to the new generation.”85
Within the Amerindian reservations in Guyana, there is a battle between
preserving heritage and striving for the development of the community. This is related to
outside projections placed on these communities from other ethnic groups in Guyana and
abroad, specifically tourists that visit the Caribbean from Europe or North America.
Words such as native, exotic, pure, natural and authentic are promoted in tourist
brochures for eco-resorts all over Guyana and other parts of South America, so as to
generate interest in a different experience from the busy developed world. Amerindian
reservations represent both cultural and economic integrations in their community.
Richard Anderson has discussed a more appropriate definition for the word ‘art’
in his book Calliope’s Sisters. He considers the way that meaning is attached to art in
aboriginal groups, Japanese and even Inuit societies. These theories are based on
ethnographic study and method .86 Anderson argues for a less Euro-centric definition of
the word ‘art,’ which relates art to something that a society values either for its skill,
beauty or non-utility.87 This perspective adds insight to a variety of cultural or ethnic
groups and their production of objects.
The production of woven objects on the Amerindian reservations is based on skill
and the traditional ability to produce something using natural tools and products around
the environment such as rocks, wood, feathers or the strips of dried palm leaves. At the
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same time, these resulting objects are bought mainly for beauty and their exotic roots in
the eyes of a tourist. For example, in the craft shop a tourist will not necessarily want a
plain ceramic bowl that looks like it can be purchased anywhere. They will instead pick
the woven, colourful bowl that seemingly signifies Amerindian culture. This is known as
cultural transmission, it is the transfer of skill on an object and the promotion of a cultural
aesthetic that a tourist might expect to see.
Though cultural transmission invites variation in craft production throughout
different Amerindian villages, these variations are carried out through traditional
techniques or styles. For example, a warishi is an Amerindian backpack used by various
tribes, and is the basic means to transport goods such as farm produce. What makes it
stand out is the skill used in weaving the backpack by using palm fronds and other
products such as nibbi, a small vine. The application of technique and tradition
transferred to the sale of objects sold in communities today is a reason why woven craft
objects are popular in the Guyanese-Amerindian community. It is a token of Guyanese
art, but at the same time falls into a category of objects that were a part of Amerindian
trade that continues today with these objects turning into appropriated commodities.
Nestor Canclini argues that environments are now shaped by consumption and the
rate of development, something that is important in smaller communities. He argues that
we are leaving behind the era in which identities were defined by historical essences.
Instead, we are shaped by consumption, and identities depend on what one owns or is
capable of attaining. This is shown in the Amerindian communities by the amount of
technology available in each home, where homes on the reservations are similar to ones
in the city, with televisions, radios and other small electronics. This can also be related to
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the design of the home, which follows a Western aesthetic, as well as the development of
the community by building bridges or paving roads.
“The constant transformations in techniques of production in the design of objects
is the most extensive and intensive communication among societies, and the concomitant
expansion of desires and expectations have a destabilizing effect on identities
traditionally bound to repertoires of goods particular to an ethnic or national
community.”88 With these changes taking place on the cultural level in Amerindian
communities, a tourist or other ethnic group might still project the idea of the primitive
society producing authentic artifacts. Tourists form an ethnographic attachment to the
object that integrates easily into the Euro-American market because it is either labeled as
authentic or exotic.
Art historian, Larry Shiner also addresses the idea of authenticity in smaller
cultures when he argues that “according to the reigning idea of authenticity, only those
artifacts from small scale societies which are made to serve some ritual or other
traditional purpose within the society may be classified as art, whereas artifacts which
members of small scale societies make to be sold for purposes of primarily visual
appreciation are classified as tourist art.”89 At Santa Mission, the Toshou continues to
strive for the identity that they have as one of Guyana’s quality craft-producing
reservations. Santa Mission is the first community recommended by the Ministry of
Amerindian Affairs upon inquiries about Amerindian craft in Guyana. All these acts are
linked to the promotion of cultural tourism in the country. Guyana constantly promotes
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eco-tourism, and this is done particularly on the Amerindian reservations that cater to
cultural experience. Established in 2014, Santac Tours in the Santa Mission reservation
says it has a community-based approach to cultural and heritage tourism. “The concept is
to promote and preserve indigenous knowledge and skills through interpretation, in
chorus providing an alternative means of livelihood and professional development.”90
The aim for Santac Tours encapsulates the constant struggle between culture and
globalization. The craft objects produced on the Guyanese reservations do not fit all of
Shiner’s criteria to be deemed authentic, because they are not necessarily related to the
social or religious lives of the indigenous members in the community. It is craft produced
for appearance and commercial purpose, so the object can then be categorized as tourist
craft.91

Conclusion
Trying to understand the whole system of knowledge and the flow of information on
Amerindian culture is an intricate process that requires reflection on the disciplines
through which this knowledge is mediated, the colonial history that has shaped current
perceptions of indigenous identity and the postcolonial climate in which Amerindian
communities must function. Research into colonial themes, postcolonialism, material
culture and anthropology has helped to connect this thesis to the two Guyanese
Amerindian reservations on which the remainder of this study focuses. These reservations
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provide a place to examine globalization, gender, religion and the visual culture of
Amerindians in Guyana.
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CHAPTER TWO: SANTA MISSION & ST. CUTHBERT’S RESERVATIONS

Sites of Production
Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s Amerindian reservations are typical of Amerindian
villages in Guyana (see figs. 8, 9, 10). They are the closest reservations to the capital city
of Georgetown, and thus receive the most benefits from government aid in the form of
the Amerindian Development Fund. These two reservations are also the most well known
and can be frequented by various tourists. A short trip by boat across the Demerara river
leads you to the winding curves of Kamuni creek, sitting on the banks of clear
Amazonian waters is Santa Mission reservation. Santa Mission was established in 1836
and hosts over 250 residents. The leader, or Toshou of this community at the time of my
visit in 2014 was Toshou Aubrey Samuels, the research gathered on Santa Mission
helped to highlight the community practice and commitment to making woven objects
and especially speaking to the element of continuity and preservation of a culture. 92 The
second reservation, St Cuthberts, is accessed by land along the trails of the LindenSoesdyke highway and it is much larger in size compared to Santa Mission. Founded by
missionary Priests, who moved the community inland, St Cuthberts was formally
established in 1889 and today is home to over 1000 residents. In 2014 St Cuthbert’s was
under the leadership of Toshou Luke Simon who highlighted issues faced by indigenous
communities due to instances such as globalization. The research gathered at these two
reservations helped to shape my postcolonial narrative and highlighted their importance
in Guyanese visual culture.
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Residents of the reservations have homes that are powered by technologies such
as solar-power, radios and televisions, and other electronics similar to modern Guyanese
in the city.
Yet, there are distinct facets of Amerindian life that inflect their material culture.
In this chapter, I will discuss the gender and racial identities of women on the
reservations, and how these relate to the postcolonial condition of Guyana. I will also
discuss religion and the loss of indigenous spirituality. Finally, I will discuss the impact
of globalization on these reservations, which causes them to re-engage colonialist
stereotypes rooted in colonial history. Both villages preserve their culture through the
production and sale of craft objects that continuously link them to their pre-colonial past,
but at the same time depart from traditional stereotypes with advancements in their
community and the ability to cohabitate with globalization.

The Role of Women in Amerindian Villages
Through colonization, indigenous communities of Guyana became divided according to
gender and racial difference. Throughout Amerindian history, men have been classified
as either village leaders or hunters, and women would take part in chores around the
home, care for and teach children, and participate in craft production. For both of the
Amerindian villages visited, there were clear divisions according to gender roles. For
instance, at Santa Mission the role of women was limited to domestic duties and working
in the craft shop.
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At Santa Mission, the arts and crafts community holds the village together, a good
percentage of community income is derived from the sale of crafts done by the female
members of the community where as the male members also have jobs in surrounding
gold mines or in areas of logging The Toshou’s wife and head of the crafts association,
Mrs. Joliene Samuels, works along with three other committee members and a
department of approximately twenty female community members. The crafts range from
colourful woven bread baskets, trays and mats to traditional skirts, bras and headdresses.
All the items were hand-made by the arts committee. One of the most popular supplies is
the Ite or Tibisiri palm, native to the lands of Guyana. The palm leaves are stripped,
boiled for preservation and left to dry out in the sun. Once they have turned from green to
brown, the strips can be woven into various objects (see fig. 11). Most of the tools and
materials used in the production of village crafts come from within the reservation:
purple heart wood for sculptures, capachulla vines to bind the woven palm, shells and
feathers. At most, dyes and paint are purchased outside of the village.93
At St. Cuthbert’s, as opposed to Santa Mission, the role of women was more
expansive, encompassing primary and secondary school teachers and, most importantly,
the health clinic in which there are three registered nurses. The crafts community is
smaller at St. Cuthbert’s, as most of the male sculptors and artists have migrated to the
city or Caribbean islands. Vimi Ramnaiaine, one of the residents, has been working in the
shop for over twenty years, and is primarily in charge of the craft sales. Most of the
income generated at St. Cuthbert’s comes from the men who work in the nearby gold
mines or the logging industry. The community was once home to twelve different
sculptors. Foster Simeon, Telford Taylor, Roland Taylor and Christian Oselmo were a
93
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few names mentioned in addition to Oswald Hussein, who is one of the more popular
Guyanese artists. Eventually, most left the community to pursue their career in the arts,
either by moving to the city or to islands in the Caribbean.
The role of women in the community has been shaped by centuries of colonial
values. Native women were seen by colonizers as an exotic interest. Their bodies marked
the promise and fear of a new land. The way they have been described in colonial texts is
often as submissive yet wild. For example, Ania Loomba analyzes a passage in Joseph
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness that outlines an encounter with a native woman on the shores
of the Congo: “Bizarre things, charms, gifts of witch-men, that hung about her, glittered
and trembled at every step. She must have had the value of several elephant tusks upon
her. She was savage and superb, wild-eyed and magnificent, there was something
ominous and stately in her deliberate progress.”94 Loomba argues that the identity of
native woman held the wildness of the land. Land became gendered, meaning a country
was often personified by women in literature, so that the female body became a metaphor
for the native country overtaken by colonialists.
Throughout the colonial period and even to its end, the female body began to
symbolize the conquered land: wild, untamed and in need of being saved. The depiction
of women as fragile and lacking dominance is pervasive in English literature in which the
European male can save a native woman from the more savage native men of her kind.
For example, the tale of Pocahontas famously portrayed in films, books and other areas of
art depicts a young Native American girl choosing an Englishman over her family and
even learning to live in England. Depictions like this helped shape the colonial hegemony
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of native men in the more dominant role and a woman as a passive desirable victim.
Colonial literature provided images of highly sexualized and insatiable brown or black
women. “Europe projected its forbidden sexual desires and fears, thus non Europeans,
especially women, are repeatedly constructed as libidinally excessive and sexually
uncontrolled.”95 In the eyes of colonizers, women were placed in ranks, with the
European female at the top and women of colour at the bottom. However, women in
general, and non-Europeans especially, were considered the same insofar as they were a
part of the structure of society but added no cultural contribution. Author Helen Carr
argues that, through the language of colonialism, women and the ‘Other’ were seen as
“passive, child-like, unsophisticated, needing leadership and guidance, described always
in terms of lack – no initiative, no intellectual powers, no perseverance, or on the other
hand they are outside society, dangerous, treacherous, emotional, inconstant, wild,
threatening, fickle, sexually aberrant, irrational, near animal, lascivious, disruptive, evil
and unpredictable.”96 All these connections and stereotypes link to race and gender in
colonialist ideology and discourse.
Just as the power structure of colonialism generated a racial hierarchy, so did
gender become a division in the status and representation between men and women.
Anibal Quijano views this as an intersection point where race and gender collide. Once
there is power involved in an environment, there will always be a relation of domination,
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exploitation and conflict.97 “Quijano accepts the global Euro-centered, capitalist
understanding of gender. These features of the framework serve to veil the ways in which
non- ‘white’ colonized women were subjected and disempowered.”98
Sociologist Manuel Barajes conducted a study on the integration of indigenous
migrants in the United States, specifically Mexican migrants. Barajes has claimed that it
is normally expected, especially by scholars of cultural theory, that Mexicans find a way
to blend in.99 There is an expectation that immigrants suppress their own culture to
minute forms and simply assimilate within the larger melting pot of mainstream societies,
and that everyone can live happily in their multicultural communities. Barajes argues that
this is not the case. For Mexicans with indigenous backgrounds, finding a place to belong
is one of the most difficult tasks, as these groups of people often suffer from
unemployment and various other struggles. For example, one of the biggest issues that
they suffer from is racial identification. As a result of colonialism, Mexican migrants
were treated as a monolithic group missing specific areas of diversity and social
stratification.100
After the 1910 Mexican revolution, there was a process of “deindianization” and
coextensively “mexicanization” of the population. This new Mexican identity was, in
fact, based on colonial and migratory experiences that the indigenous people absorbed
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from their new society.101 Societal conditions caused many indigenous communities to
dislocate from their land, and these indigenous groups eventually tried migrating across
the United States border. The indigenous groups found it difficult to fit into the new
Mexican identity because their structure and identity within Mexico was never fully
recognized and explored. As a result, the cause of their migration is skewed, as is their
incorporation into the United States. Barajas notes that “In a study of racial identification
of Latinos, 23% saw themselves as white, 0.7% as Black and 66% as other.”102
In this case, what is this meaning of ‘other?’ Does this mean that there are groups
of people that do not belong, or feel they cannot identify with a specific race? This study
demonstrates a mentality that is derived from a long history of racial and ethnic
oppression. Indigenous people find themselves either dislocated or bound to a traditional
role that is the result of colonialism. For example, there are classifications on the global
level where Mexico and Central America are seen as being significantly indigenous, and
the Caribbean as mainly African.103 Ethnic and gender identification all represent a
continuous experience with colonial structures and values that have affected the sense of
self as well as the structure of society.
The indigenous people of Guyana are included in the fabric of Caribbean culture.
It is a sociological inclusion but there is a difference between how the Amerindians are
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viewed and how they view themselves. In Guyanese culture, they are distinctly
indigenous and their customs are held together through exhibitions during heritage month
or visits to the reservations where you can experience some form of ‘indigenous
lifestyle.’ However, the Guyanese Amerindians view themselves as any other Guyanese
living in a developing community. They try to improve their standard of living and
survive while still being somewhat traditional. Despite this instance of cultural and ethnic
distinctiveness, the Amerindian reservations have already been affected by the colonial
past, and continue to demonstrate this, starting with the restricted possibilities for
women’s roles.

The Influence of Religion in the Establishment of Amerindian Communities
Established over 130 years ago, St. Cuthbert’s mission is situated thirty minutes down a
sandy trail off the Linden Soesdyke highway in Guyana. It is a sprawling reservation, a
town within itself. Home to over 1000 residents and 244 sq. miles of land many residents
are proud to call St. Cuthbert’s home. The history of St. Cuthbert’s is linked to the
settlement of a small group of Amerindians and missionary priests, who named the
village. St. Cuthbert’s is but one of the many reservations in Guyana that has adopted
Christianity as part of its lifestyle.
The conquest of the region was premised on the spread of the Christian religion
by the Spanish crown. Christian Missionaries in the 16th century and even earlier made
their mark in Guyana, and consequently Amerindians abandoned their nature-based
spirituality. At St. Cuthbert’s, links to nature are often represented through the craft that
is produced. It is through the production of these objects that we are able to see the
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connection of the residents with their natural environment. For instance, various animals
found near the reservation such as eagles, jaguars and turtles are sculpted by community
artists and placed in the craft shop. As Toushou Luke Simon relayed, a sculptor would
say that his work means one of two different things: one is a personal vision of
Amerindian customs and culture, and the other is a way of sending a message to the
people of the community using their work.104 Toushou Simon was once a sculptor
himself, and he produced an object that he named ‘Semitoukaro,’ a feminine sculpture
that represents a sort of queen in Amerindian folklore. The title is related to the
Amerindian Arawak language, and means a flirtatious woman who had the ability to
charm many men and attract wealth to herself. Semitoukaro was carved sitting on a
throne, surrounded by the objects of her wealth. The purpose of his work at this time was
to speak to the members of St. Cuthbert’s with the message that, unlike Semitoukaro, you
sometimes have to work and pray in order to draw treasures around you.105
In various parts of Guyana during the 19th century, Anglican priests and
missionaries began working with different Amerindian reservations. For instance, Rev.
John Armstrong worked along the Essequibo River between 1829 and 1833, founding the
first Anglican mission in a town called Bartica in 1831, which was the first instance of
churches penetrating the interior and reaching the Amerindian reservations farther from
Georgetown.106 Another example is seen through the work of Rev. William Henry Brett,
who worked in the Pomeroon from 1840 to 1879. Brett eventually became known as the
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apostle of the Indians, as he was able to travel into the interior and translated the
Christian gospels into the Arawak language. Eventually, Brett published four different
books on his fascination with the Guyanese Amerindians, and spoke specifically about
their culture.107 The work of Brett and other Guyanese pastors and missionaries in
spreading the Anglican religion is often seen as positive and insightful. However, an
example of where religion was used as a tool of destruction comes from the Maori people
of New Zealand and the trials they faced in refusing to accept Christianity due to the
desire to preserve their own spiritual beliefs. One specific example is a case study done
by Mary Ann Martin, a white British woman and wife of the newly appointed Chief
Justice of New Zealand.108 She describes life in that country during the mid to late 19th
century. Mary Ann Martin, once accustomed to New Zealand, became fascinated with the
Maori tribes, as there were several reservations close to her home. Martin made it her
personal duty to begin spreading the Anglican religion with the nearby missions and
voiced her opinions publicly about the indigenous people, thus beginning the spread of
her ‘evangelical humanitarianism.’ “Underpinned with liberal humanist assumptions of
progressive logic and the belief that as different societies or groups of people developed
their reasoning and judgment, they would become more civilized. The underlying logic of
evangelical humanitarianism is evident in Mary Ann Martin’s belief that the way for the
Maori to attain full humanity was to abandon their own indigenous religion and culture
and convert to Western ways.”109
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The author Jenny Coleman assesses the way in which Martin presumed
dominance over the indigenous people because of her race. Martin often worked closely
with the Maori people, and her position regarding them was often complex and
contradictory. She would come to their defense while trying to groom their cultural
habits. Martin often saw the indigenous people as uncivilized and ignorant, indulging in
various personal vices. As Jenny Coleman argues, “In the end she was clearly an agent of
colonization in her assertion that Christianity was the key to the civilization of all
races.”110
In Martin’s view, conversion to Christianity was the only way to be civilized, and
in doing this, her actions were regarded as one of the primary tools of colonization,
similar to how the Spanish tried to conquer new lands through religion. For example,
little is known about the history of spirituality of the Taino or Arawak Indians, and
Columbus’s first impression was that they had no religion, questioning the signs of
spirituality that were left behind on petroglyphs.111 Columbus then made it his mission to
try to understand Amerindian spirituality. During the 15th century, he commissioned Fray
Ramon Pane to study the spirituality of the Taino. Pane’s report, seen through the eyes of
a 15th-century Catholic, concluded that the Tainos were linked to cosmic forces through
the belief of spirits and other supernatural beings.112 Pane’s reports were deemed
confusing, and the accuracy of his details were questioned; however, some of his results
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highlighted objects such as the Zemis that were said to represent the spirits.113 The
environment, nature and culture were all regarded as major factors in Amerindian
spirituality based on preconceptions and observation by outside races.

The Global Economy of Craft
With the constant production of craft, Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s sell objects to a
global market in order to maintain some sort of income that they can put towards the
development of their respective communities. At Santa Mission, craft shop is neatly
categorized and arranged, with crafts ready for sale to visitors and tourists that frequent
the nearby nature resorts, Arrowpoint and Timberwood, which are located further along
on the reservation land. Most of the crafts produced at Santa Mission are rarely ever
taken outside of the community unless they are being displayed at an exhibition, and are
not easily found in stores in the city. The various crafts made at Santa Mission cater to
international tourists. But why would this be the case?
Even though the crafts are produced for the global market, the true experience is
limited within the walls of the village. The members who produce the crafts receive, on
average, 10 percent of the shop sales, and the rest of the money goes towards community
development.114 For Santa Mission, the highest average sales come during the month of
September, which is marked as Amerindian Heritage Month in Guyana, and tourists are
encouraged to visit the reservations and take part in Amerindian traditions. At this time,
villagers dress in traditional wear and perform traditional dances, all crafted as a sort of
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show. Toshou Samuels notes that this is the one time all the villagers come together to
relive what’s left of their past. In the month of September 2013, the shop made between
$400,000 and $500,000 Guyanese Dollars, which is approximately $2,500 USD. At their
worst, a slow month will produce $100,000 Guyanese Dollars ($500 USD). Head of the
craft committee Mrs. Joliene Samuels explains: “This committee was elected in
December, and we started out work in January, and we had a good business going in the
early part of the year, but the May month was very bad. We made sales of only like
$100,000 for the whole month. One day we got a sale in June, and that amounted to the
sales for the entire month of May.”115
While the crafts are an expression of their culture, they are time-consuming to
produce, especially since most of the producers are female and have other duties to tend
to, and the costs of materials and production are high. Remembering how much went into
the production of the object is important. As I learned, an average woven fan or basket
may take up to two weeks to produce. During my trip at St. Cuthbert’s, Toshou Simon
said that the Amerindians prefer to sell their crafts to tourists because they are willing to
pay more than the average Guyanese person.116 A tourist will, however, see their prices
as cheap, especially for something that is handmade and can be deemed useful and not
just for décor around the home. At Santa Mission, they produce new and different objects
on a continuous basis, the designs and expressions are dependent on the artist. He or she
is free to come up with their own designs, which are often based on natural motifs.
Visitors are promised that they won’t see the same items over and over at various times,
so new items pop up on the shelves. Woven baskets, headbands, earrings, trays, vases,
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placemats, and replica bows and arrows or miniature canoes are some of the staples that
you can expect to see.
Craft also plays a role in the traditional dress that the Amerindians use during
Amerindian Heritage Month. Using the same Tibisiri straw, they design outfits for the
beauty queens that compete in the Amerindian Heritage pageant. As the Amerindian
Minister Ms. Pauline Sukhai says, “Amerindian Culture and the heritage pageant is not
just a beauty pageant, it is a pageant which we think will transfer the knowledge and the
information of the rich, diverse culture of our nine nations.”117 But can this rich culture
be transferred without being constructed through a colonialist lens?
The mindset of the indigenous communities has been explained by postcolonial
theorists such as Walter Mignolo and Abibal Quijano, who concentrate on the colonial
history of Latin America. They argue that the world order established today is based on
colonial structures, and this can be seen in race, gender and global relations. Pre-contact,
the Amerindians were well-established in the trade of objects from village to village
through the use of canoes. For example, in Guatemala and Peru the indigenous societies
thrived in the Americas before the arrival of the Spanish. However, it became hard for
these two countries to negotiate these terms of exchange when, because of the imposition
of colonialism, their languages became mixed and partially dissolved, and most people
began speaking Spanish. Likewise, in Guyana the native Arawak language is almost
completely dissolved, and everyone speaks English.118 The colonial logic established by
the Spanish caused the Amerindians to suppress their cultural roots and accept the ethnic
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ranking based on the European power matrix. Even today, there are instances in Peru
where Amerindian labour is exploited. For example, the average businessman in Peru has
control over his business and labour force, and the cheapest employees are the
Amerindians that know the structure of the land, especially when it comes to the
production and farming of coffee.119 There is a similar occurrence happening in Guyana
today through logging or, most recently, gold mining. Many companies from Brazil have
set up illegal gold mines in the interior, and hire the Amerindians from the nearby
villages because they are considered cheap and fast labour. They also use the
Amerindians because of their knowledge of the landscape and topography. This can be
seen as a form of exploitation due to rough working conditions and poor pay, but for the
Amerindians this is a form of income for their families as well their communities.
The stereotype of Amerindians living in thatched straw houses also influences the
perception of Amerindian presence in Guyana. Most of the homes in St. Cuthbert’s are
traditional-style Caribbean homes: elevated, wooden and colourful with zinc roofs.
Toushou Simon explains that the thatched roofs that tourists expect to see when they
come to the villages disappeared about twenty years ago as more men went out to seek
jobs in the logging areas nearby. The extra wealth they brought home encouraged the
villagers to live like the rest of the Guyanese in the city, even copying modern styles. The
same applies to Santa Mission, where most of the homes are equipped with solar panels
as part of a modernization project by the government. A 2004 report published by the
World Bank focuses on a social framework prescribed by the bank towards the
government’s Indigenous Peoples Development Plan. The project goal focuses on the
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Guyana Protected Areas System (GPAS) to ensure the protection and maintenance of
certain ecosystems. An example of one point in the framework is on land and natural
resources, and the indigenous concerns that follow. This plan ensures that Amerindians
have enough resources available to sustain a community lifestyle:
Indigenous peoples have long been recognized as playing an important role in the
maintenance and sustainable use of much of the world's biodiversity. This is
particularly evident in the case of Guyana, where Amerindians have conserved
and protected areas since time immemorial, including sacred sites in the
hinterland areas containing the richest stores of biological diversity. There are,
nevertheless, significant issues of concern to Amerindians about the potential
impact of the protected area established under GPAS. Amerindian communities
are concerned about their future and the need to ensure sustainable use of
resources. They also want to ensure that their traditional rights are respected in
any system that creates protected areas.120
There are many facets to the process of globalization with which most local
markets must comply. First of all, the classic definition of globalization relates to the
trade of produced goods and services on a global platform. However, is it simply a big
social interaction of cross-border relations that link societies and individuals?
Globalization can be seen as a useful tool when it comes to cross-border relations, or
when serving as a universal tool through media platforms in connecting societies.
However, it can be used in the darker sense for the trafficking of drugs and even humans
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across borders, or as a tool of westernization or modernization that changes pre-existing
social structures and essentially destroys cultures outside of the dominant one. In this
case, that would be the relation between the Caribbean and the American market.121
In the process of getting products and services to the global market, there are
various steps that established businesses undertake, especially in a world controlled by
major corporations. Moore and Lewis, the authors of The Origins of Globalization,
classify globalization as a sort of hierarchy. At the top of this pyramid are strategic
alliances, which in the business sense refer to joint ventures between companies followed
by licensing, sub-contractors, loose cooperatives, suppliers and distributors, and finally
onto the markets located at the bottom of the pyramid.122 For Amerindians, the sale of
crafts is seen as paramount to their communities since it aids in development; however,
their businesses would be located at the lower end of this pyramid. At the same time, this
production is linked to their past, as communities that are used in the process of trade and
production are linked to ancestral myths and iconography.
There is the spiritual connection in relation to the production of craft, and then there is
the relation to colonialism in which the knowledge and the work of indigenous people is
exploited. This causes indigenous communities to be caught up in a production process
that pleases the process of globalization, where it becomes less about their culture and
more about getting their finances to unintentionally commit to the westernization of their
societies. The setup of Amerindian villages mainly consists of an established committee
that serves as the supplier of craft objects, made available for distribution to the tourist
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market but very rarely to the local markets. If they are made available for sale outside the
reservations, they are located in places such as airport gift shops, as I observed for myself
on my way out of Guyana. This link to globalization in the Amerindian communities,
speaks to the relationship between indigenous culture and colonial structures of order that
still exist through racial issues within ethnic groups, language disruption, dissimulation
and even violence. Unintentionally, there is an issue that still affects minority groups
today in which individuals oppress others from within their own ethnic group.123 All of
these actions speak to a preserved form of colonialism within Guyana, which South
American theorists have argued plagues the region due to factors such as American
westernization. For example, the relationship that indigenous people were once believed
to have with their land is suppressed, especially in the modern education system in which
children are raised by modern teachings that almost always look to Europe or to the
future, ignoring their own indigenous cultures.124 Quijano argues that the ignorance of
one’s own culture is linked to the classification of ethnically different people and the
accompanying levels of power they are said to have in the ranks of society based on race.
Youth identify on the basis of ethnicity yet are influenced and surrounded by Western
culture and lifestyle models through forms of modern technology, and ignore traditional
customs.125
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When dealing with colonialism, one may want to believe it is something that only
existed in the past, and that furthermore, historical colonial texts are the only ways in
which we can view cultures. Mignolo says of these colonial texts that “colonial
chronicles are not literature, they must be judged simply as texts produced in colonial
situations.”126 As a result, it is necessary for us to understand cultures through a postcolonial and a de-westernized lens.
Is it possible for there to be a peaceful coexistence and appreciation of different
ways of knowing, while at the same time being able to value and recognize these
differences? This is the question Colombian philosophy professor Santiago CastroGomez wants us to ponder as he examines the reorganization of coloniality in a capitalist
world. “The coloniality of power is the category used by some social scientists and
philosophers of Latin America to describe the phenomenon by which a rigid hierarchy
between different knowledge systems exist in the world. This hierarchization is not new:
its roots are based in the European colonial experience, and specifically in the idea that
the colonizer possesses an ethnic and cognitive superiority over the colonized.”127
Two methods of stepping out of the coloniality of power are to reject the
oppressive consciousness of social situations and to meet stereotypes with an awareness
of discrimination.128 In Amerindian communities in Guyana, craft production helps to
give an illusion of a preserved culture, a taste of that culture pre-contact, but in reality
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there is a loss of language, a loss of sustainable food growth and even a loss of education.
For example, at Santa Mission there is no secondary school, and families are forced to
abandon the community and move to the city to seek higher education for their children.
Both Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s show a commitment to taking steps towards a
modernized future through the sale of their craft. However, tradition is difficult to
cultivate or develop because of the dependence on global markets and the buying-into of
corporate culture. As Maude Barlow argues, “The power of corporate-led globalization
results in young people demanding Nike sneakers, Gap clothes, the latest CDs… and
other consumer goods popular in the world’s most dominant economic power.
Hollywood movies, the global music industry, television and mass-market books spread a
homogeneous culture. Around the world, North American corporate culture is destroying
local traditions, knowledge, skills, artisans and values.”129 Cultural hegemony and
globalization affect small-scale developing communities commonly found in third-world
countries. Factors such as industrial development, development of communication and
finance across borders, and tourism all hinder a developing country’s local culture.
Nestor Canclini conducted a study of cultural policy in various medium-sized cities and
found that certain South American cities such as Lima, Peru; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; and
Caracas, Venezuela help in the research, development and preservation of local
communities.
Canclini concluded two main changes that are being caused by advancement of
electronic media and communications. “(1) The dissolution of monadic identities and (2)
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the decreasing importance and displacement of traditional local cultures.”130 Monadic
identity refers to the specific niches within a country, such as the indigenous. There is a
development of national identity within a country and specifically those that dwell in the
city. Those that are further inland, such as indigenous communities, are seen as people
that hold on to tradition and folklore. The Amerindians in Guyanese culture are caught
between living a life similar to those in the city where they are entitled to electricity,
paved roads and proper shelter, and living life outside of the urban core, where they
develop their own network of development and interaction, creating business markets and
only traveling to the city to satisfy needs.131
Canclini argues that “Large cities create patterns of uniformity, refashion local
habits and subordinate them to modern styles of work, dress and entertainment.”132 With
all the continuous changes that happen in a city, tourism and even new migrants
contribute to a mixture of ethnic and foreign culture. Local culture becomes diminished
and traces can only be found in established institutions such as museums or as part of a
history class. This struggle is part of the placement of Amerindian life in Guyana, and
there is no easy solution for these issues. There are alternative steps that can be taken to
combat these forms of cultural displacement due to economic developments within a city.
A report, based on the International Forum on Globalization, speaks about the alternative
steps that can be taken toward economic globalization. I have selected three examples
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that relate to pressures of economic globalization and indigenous groups. The aim is to
develop societies that are sustainable and healthy, and that can benefit and work for all
individuals.133
First, in every country but especially in third-world countries like Guyana, there
needs to be support for democracy. Indigenous groups thrive when people come together
to protect their communities and rights. In Guyana, this is not only specific to the
Amerindians, but to all Guyanese. This is the starting point for independent cultural
development when dealing with the pressures of globalization. For example, there should
be a solid examination into the exploitation of the Amerindians by large corporate gold
mining and logging groups in the interior. The next step refers to subsidiaries. “Economic
globalization entails the delocalization and the disempowerment of local communities
and economies.”134 The reality is that many communities in Guyana, especially the
Amerindians, still depend on small-scale farming, logging and the production of crafts to
help community development. However, they are faced with high levels of demand due
to expanding local markets and tourism. The final point speaks to diversity. As said
before, the lifestyle of large cities lacks uniqueness, and community development is
modeled after polished Western design such as the construction of numerous shopping
malls. Cultural influences are being reduced and even oppressed due to the pressures of
economic globalization. For example, the struggle of indigenous peoples around the
world has led to some similar conclusions when it comes to economic globalization.
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“There are still some 300 million indigenous people on earth. Representing more than
5,000 distinct cultures and 6,000 languages.”135
Some studies conducted by the Indigenous Peoples’ International Centre for
Policy Research and Education concluded that the United Nations Environment Program
accounts for the majority of cultural diversity to the indigenous communities. However,
the pressures of economic globalization are grave. Victoria Tauli Corpuz, who works for
the Indigenous Peoples’ International Centre suggests that “Globalization is really a
continuation of the colonization we were subjected to for five hundred years. In the past,
swords and guns were used to quell our resistance and take our lands. The colonizers also
used government laws and institutions, schools and churches to make our ancestors
despise our cultures and deny our identities.”136 This means that Guyanese politics,
economics, knowledge and culture are all unrealistic representations produced through
the conditions of globalization. Globalization continues to shape and affect the
indigenous communities within Guyana and as a result the economy of the craft is
altered. One method of trying to overcome the conflict between Amerindian identity and
the global economy issues is through de-westernization and de-racialization. Dewesternization refers to reducing the influences of Western culture in a country. The
influxes of Western ideologies originating in Europe and North America have an impact
on the politics, economies and overall culture of developing countries. As Walter
Mignolo discusses, the entire concept of de-westernization was foreseen by Samuel P
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Huntington in his book The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order.
In his book, Huntington saw this as a challenge the West would face, in particular with
Islamic countries and countries with large populations such as India and China.137
Many of the clashes and assumptions of de-westernization are linked to racial
classification, in short, a global classification that speaks to certain factors such as
education and the “Western way of knowing.” Mignolo explains that “De-westernization
is not anti-west and consequently its program is not to end, supersede or replace Western
hegemony… de-westernization is a project of conflicted coexistence between forces that
share common economic principles.”138 For instance, Guyanese Amerindians should be
able to enjoy the same standard and comfort of living as the rest of the average Guyanese
population. However, there is an issue in which tribal reservations located close to the
city receive the most aid while tribes further inland do not have the same community
benefits. The structure and dependability of the government-funded Amerindian
Development Fund thus comes into question when speaking about the reservations
outside of Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s. The fund is normally allocated to aid in the
community development of new infrastructure.
There is no simple recipe for change when dealing with issues in a postcolonial
world. The effect on Amerindian or native cultures is but a fraction of a larger scale of
issues that continue in our world. The impact on a culture and the way they perceive the
world can be based on various environmental factors. For instance, Mignolo followed the
work of Martinican writer Edouard Glissant, who viewed these ways of thinking by
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oppressed cultures as “conflictive and contradictory.” The simple classification of groups
of people or cultures places them on a scale of relation in their ability to handle
modernity today.139 Words such as ‘primitive’ or ‘barbaric’ are linked to civilizations of
the past, or societies that in some ways live in the past. These civilizations are
categorized in the colonial power matrix based on the concept of time. Their ability to
keep up with the Western world is judged in the ability of a country or a society to
distance itself from traditions. For example, if a country or a society is not up-to-date
with advancements in technology, they are closer to the past and thus linked to nature,
hence being classified as a primitive society. Mignolo explain that “Firstly primitives
were closer to nature and civilized people were at the peak of culture. Second primitives
were traditional and civilized Europeans were modern.”140 It is the simple concept of time
that is able to distinguish tradition from modernity. Differences in language, religion,
gender roles and other cultural differences are all examples of instances where there is a
certain level of coloniality that still exists. For Guyana, there is a clear distinction of the
Amerindian culture in such a multicultural country. Some questions that need to be
addressed include how will the Amerindian culture actively keep up with an increasingly
globalized world when their culture is seen as the hardest to separate from tradition?
Where it stands today, the indigenous culture in Guyana can just be viewed as a
commodity on the global tourist market, especially since there is a loss in different
aspects of tradition and the craft production is so heavily catered to tourists, which
questions the introduction of tourist art. This is why there is a great focus on the
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relationship between tourist art, indigenous culture and postcolonialism. Indigenous
culture is constantly being transformed on so many different levels, because they are
situated within a country that is shifting along the timeline towards modernity.
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CHAPTER THREE: EXPLORING THE TOURIST OBJECT

The Amerindian Tourist Object
Many objects in indigenous culture have been recreated over the years, most often
carrying designs and symbols with traditional significance. Even with changing social,
religious and political environments, the techniques and visual motifs of the object
survive in a global context. Why do Amerindian communities honour these cultural
emblems? The answer to this question is linked to the mythology that lingers in
indigenous culture. In Guyana, objects preserved in the museums are those that may have
been used by various Amerindian groups, such as a Wai Wai hair comb or a mortar and
pestle used to grind and mix herbal remedies (see fig. 12). These artifacts, however,
cannot represent an entire population of people living in the 21st century. There is more to
just looking at an object as an item for economic trade or aesthetic design, there is an
entire process involved in the decoding of the deeper meaning behind the object, as well
as its link to symbolism and visual culture. The examination of the object is linked to the
overall aim of the changing Amerindian culture in a postcolonial world.
Tourist objects are an indicator of cultural lifestyle and belief systems. The
objects related to Amerindians are the closest fragments Guyanese have to present as a
coherent nationalist form. The indigenous style of design remains present in Guyanese
culture, especially though the form of woven objects. These commodities provide the
opportunity to explore the connection between commercial objects and indigenous
beliefs.
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Because beliefs like these that have been passed along in Amerindian culture,
something as simple as a craft object holds significance, either through the technique of
weaving or the patterns and designs linked to indigenous history. The production of these
indigenous-themed objects often has the danger of portraying fixed stereotypes and
representations of an unchanging culture. Art historian Larry Shiner defines traditional art
in the following way: “What dealers, collectors and art historians call authentic primitive
or traditional art is a piece 1) made by a member of a small scale society, 2) in the
society’s traditional style and 3) intended for a traditional social or religious function.”141
The insistence on the definition of authenticity comes at the prices of a complex
understanding of cultural heterogeneity. For example, Bill Aschcroft argues that claims
of cultural authenticity in indigenous objects come at the exclusion of real differences
both within and beyond the very cultures that are deemed authentic. “The tendency to
employ genuine signifiers for cultures that may have many variations within them may
override the real differences that exist within such cultures.”142 By ignoring the real
differences that highlight a culture, that culture conforms to a global standard of
homogeneity. It is essential to explore the world of symbolism attached to native cultures,
but at the same time recognize what is deemed authentic and what is not, because holding
on to authentic stereotypes often indicates an unchanging environment, which is the
opposite of what is happening in Guyanese Amerindian reservations today. These objects
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can be used as a form of relaying indigenous history as well as their struggles, but are
also used as a method of advancing community development.

Symbolism and Amerindian relation to Rock Art
Bill Ashcroft argues that the study of signs and symbolism can harbour colonialist
binaries that are incommensurate with a postcolonial understanding of culture. He writes,
“Each sign is itself the function of a binary between the signifier, the signal and the
signified.”143 However, the problem with imperial binary logic is that it tells us that the
distinct difference between the colonizer and the colonized is the civilized and the
primitive. The question then becomes how do the objects made in Amerindian
communities signal the postcolonial relationships forged within and beyond the
indigenous societies of Guyana? The way one interprets objects depends on an internal
understanding of the purpose of that object.

At the Santa Mission craft shop, there are approximately 100 or more various
craft objects. The woven craft from the Tibisiri or Ite palm is the most popular, and they
tend to be utilitarian objects such as placemats, fruit bowls, fans and jewelry boxes. But
their value extends beyond their mere use. For example, a fruit bowl sold at Santa
Mission indicates an intensive process from raw material to finished object. As one
resident said, the handmade object takes approximately two weeks to complete. In fact,
time may not always be considered in the production of the object, but it helps to shape
the uniqueness and importance of the object in relation to the community (see fig. 13).
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The process of making craft objects is woven into the daily routine of a
community weaver. But the true purpose of production remains questionable, as if these
objects are produced as a way to help preserve some cultural tradition in the community,
or rather as if it is just another object for sale to a global market, an object that has now
been made exotic simply because of its maker and location. Chris Jenks argues that
“Visual symbolism, the primary form of symbolism within a culture is dispossessed of its
iconographic or metaphoric role and routinely understood as correspondence. Everyday
members of the culture are effectively deskilled in their capacities as interpretative
beings.”144 It is true that technology has influenced the patterns and techniques that go
into object production, but what relates more to the decrease of skilled labour is the
meaning and motivation behind the production of objects.
The head anthropological assistant at the Walter Roth Museum, Michael
McKenzie, explained that indigenous history is fading, and weaving is a dying art form
because it is not being passed down quickly enough. Hence, people lose interest.145 It is
no longer about the object itself or the patterns, but rather it is about advancing an
indigenous community and enabling them with financial resources. McKenzie says one
of the major problems is locating the placement of Amerindians in Guyanese culture, and
he points out that the reservations are not marketed the way they should be. “People can
learn so much from their past, a Guyanese perspective of other ethnic backgrounds, but
they don’t get a chance.”146 In McKenzie’s view, the promotion of Amerindian heritage
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in Guyana’s cities and financial resources to each reservation across the country from the
government is much needed but sorely lacking. There is a team from the University of
Guyana’s Department of Anthropology that visits each reservation to conduct field work
and maintain contact with the museum. The craft objects seen today are more of a
cultural industry, partially for culture and partially for economic gain.
Another indigenous art form that has been researched and linked to Amerindian
culture is rock art. The analysis of rock art provides insight into a system of
representation that continues in the practices of basketry and ceramic objects in
contemporary indigenous communities in Guyana.147 The study of rock art in general is
linked to the archaeology of the early and late Ceramic period (14th century). Explorers
often viewed rock art as a form of cultural expression, but these expressions varied in
detail, variety and design, often hinting at a deeper aspect of an unexamined culture.148
Some art historians have argued on behalf of the importance of rock art. For example,
Henry Petitjean Roget often refers to rock art as Amerindian art. Roget argues that
primitive art cannot simply be dismissed because all objects associated with primitive art
immobilize dialogue between the raw materials used and the message being
communicated.149 Lesley Atkinson, who has researched Caribbean rock art, argues that
“Petroglyphs and pictographs embody the technological applications, expressiveness and
creativity that define art. These art forms are considered to be more open-ended when
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viewed in a postmodern non-Western context.”150 The study of the patterns and motifs of
Amerindian craft objects harkens back to the practice of rock art.
Moreover, Saladoid art is based on the iconography of fruit bats and tree frogs. As
Roget explains, the frog is almost always represented above the bat, but why is this the
case? For over 1500 years, from the Saladoids to the Tainos and in different variations,
these two animals have been represented together in the analysis of Caribbean rock art.151
The reason can be found in the myths shared between the islands. Most rock art in
Guyana can be found at reservations inland, and symbolic references exist on both
reservations, such as a jewelry box in the shape of a frog or sculpted eagles or lizards (see
fig. 14). The symbolism woven or painted onto objects is copied between weavers and
passed down the generations.

The Making of Amerindian Craft Objects
To explore the making of Amerindian woven craft objects means to examine the people
behind the production of that object and those that buy them. Choosing a thing or object
to produce gives that thing meaning. In Tim Ingold’s book Making, he describes what it
means to make things as follows: “We are accustomed to thinking of making as a project.
This is to start with an idea in mind of what we want to achieve and with a supply of the
raw material needed to achieve it, and it is to finish at the moment when the material has
taken on the intended form.”152 However, Ingold argues that making is a never-ending
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flow of materials combined with our sensory awareness that allows an object to take
shape. There is a connection between the image in our head and the objects around us.
In Guyanese Amerindian culture, making is seen as a project that can be
integrated into daily life. The art committees at Santa Mission and St. Cuthbert’s do not
give out specific instructions on what craft objects must be produced, they simply follow
past production designs or come up with their own idea of how they want the finished
product to look. Their design ideas are linked to their internal and mental representations
of a tradition known in their culture. The collection and production of objects in a culture
is related to areas of anthropology, archaeology and specifically material culture. The
term ‘material culture’ captures the essence of a mixture of materials most often gathered
from nature and the traditional patterns of a culture. British archaeologist and professor
Julian Thomas defines material culture as a representation of ideas made material, and the
resulting materials deemed cultural.153 However, Thomas argues that our understanding
of material culture is linked to Western ways of understanding, which disrupts the way
we see the past.154 In the end, this mixing or binding of materials and culture is known as
‘hylomorphism,’ a Greek theory based on the work of Aristotle, which relates the flow of
consciousness and the image in our minds to the actual flow of materials and the
production of the object, focused on projecting an image from our minds and making it
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reality.155 In the Amerindian communities, most of their inspiration is drawn from
traditional customs within that environment.
These small-scale communities produce objects that highlight their cultural
background. Amerindians in Guyana have long maintained the production of craft objects
by the use of the Ite palm, a tree that surrounds the settlements of Santa Mission and St.
Cuthbert’s. The palm tree is a popular choice for the reservations based on location and
the durability of the leaves once dried. The Ite palm is native to Guyana and located near
swampy lands; other relatives of the palm can be found in various South American
countries. The Amerindians have been using the palm for generations for the flexibility of
the leaves. The fibre from the leaves, also known as Tibisiri, can be used to make woven
furniture as well as baskets and other smaller craft objects.156 These trees are one of the
major sources of the materials used in the production of the woven craft, and they signify
a relationship with the indigenous people who have found creative uses for the fibres over
the years. The leaves are stripped, dried and woven by hand, most often on a wooden
frame, to create finished products like fans, baskets, bowls and jewelry boxes.
The popular woven baskets are also produced for community use such as
transporting goods and even take the form of woven backpacks. The objects for sale in
the shops are smaller and feature different colour variations so as to attract the eye of a
shopper. The process of stripping the Ite palm itself is delicate, and employs fast
movements of the hand, something the Amerindian women have been trained to do from
a young age, developing a rhythm and feel for the materials with which they are working.
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As I observed the stripping of the Ite palm leaves at St. Cuthbert’s, the environment of its
female weaver was relaxed, a process she fits into her schedule as she cooks lunch on a
nearby outdoor fire pit. Engaging the muscles of her arm with swirls of her wrist, she
quickly strips and extends thin strands of this delicate material. The production of a craft
piece surely caters to the mood, environment and even physical attributes of its maker
(see figs. 15, 16).157
Considering the production of craft objects done on the Guyanese
Amerindian reservations, one of the most important questions to ask is what knowledge
can be deduced through one particular object of craft in that community, in relation to the
history and context in which the object is placed? The information gathered about these
objects is obtained visually, and through listening to personal beliefs behind the
production of the craft. The knowledge acquired from the craft objects represents the
indigenous commitment to the quality of their work, future motivations and insight into
their way of life.158 Discussions must be established between other ethnic groups in
Guyana and the Amerindians if acquired knowledge is to flow into the larger institutions
that represent the country, allowing a record of elements of cultural and artistic history
for the country.
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Conclusion
Many of the objects displayed in the museums in Guyana have little relation to the
objects that are produced today on the Amerindian reservations. Certain practices in
indigenous culture may have remained, such as the technique of weaving, but the objects
being produced are being viewed differently since colonization, and now they can be
classified as tourist art. There is a disconnect between the Amerindians and the objects
being produced on site. These objects only represent what is happening in the society at
that certain time period. My thesis challenges the whole idea of authenticity in relation to
these objects as they are subject to change due to the deeper complex of postcoloniality.
The tradition within each Amerindian community is partially cultural and partially
economic because the main theme being expressed by the Amerindians, and even by the
Government of Guyana is focused on community development. Guyana has limited
choices in terms of tourism and eco tourism will always be promoted to attract tourists to
the country. These reservations in turn are showcased in tour books as cultural
experiences but in reality, community development is at the top of the list. During
Heritage Month in Guyana, many communities would come to the city to showcase some
of the objects that they produce. It has become focused on generating a sale and
presenting an object that has used similar patterns and designs to other indigenous objects
in history. As Michael McKenzie expressed, other ethnic groups in Guyana are not given
a proper chance to learn about the history of the Amerindians and their culture, and the
objects presented in the museums don’t reflect the change that is taking place within
these communities. The Amerindian communities in Guyana reflect a cultural industry
generating profit based on the global development of the country, and do not reflect the
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true visual culture of Guyana. This relationship between commercial objects and
indigenous beliefs has defined the importance of these objects in Amerindian culture in
dealing with postcolonial development. By creating an understanding of equal cultures,
the visual culture and history of Guyana can become recognized and appreciated.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Santa Mission video interview transcript (in-person visit)
The following is an interview between myself, Leanne Benn (L), and Toushou Aubrey
Samuels (TA), his wife Joliene Samuels (JS) and three arts committee members (CT).
* Note: some of the responses are relayed in Guyanese Creole, and are not proper
English.
L: You've given me a brief history of Santa Mission, Toushou, do you mind giving me an
overview of that again?
TA: Well, as you know the community was established in 1858 by one named Alfred
Patterson. In fact, according to history he came from Berbice... in those days they used to
do a lot of charcoal burning and firewood. He most likely came looking for a new area
for charcoal and firewood. As I mentioned before it was a Dutch colony and he was first
to reside at Santa Mission, it started from there and right now we are at 156 years.
L: And you said approximately 258 residents?
TA: Yes and 57 households in the entire Santa Arawak community.
L: So this might be a broad question but can you tell me some of the challenges the
village has faced so far?
TA: Employment... that's number one, employment.
L: And another?
TA: As I've said, we suffer form a lot of migration of residents because of employment
and students wanting to further their education.
L: What would you consider some of the triumphs of the village?
TA: Some of the triumphs? What we have achieved over the years...well we have
primary schools, a health centre, the library and well lights (electricity)...due to the solar
powered panels, we have the guest house and also we have two nature resorts...off the
community, not in the community, but within the reservation. And Santa is recognized as
one of the main tourist destinations. We are the closest Amerindian community to the
capital city and after us is St. Cuthbert’s, very close to the international airport.
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L: Can you give me an example of one of the biggest village activities that you take part
in or celebrate?
TA: Well we celebrate heritage village, that's one of the main things that would happen
during the September month, but in between we would have other activities, national
activities, where we do our own little celebration, Mashramani, independence...
L: So what would you do for Mashramani?
TA: Well last year, we had a semi float parade with the school children and we are
hoping to have a bigger one next year, involving the entire community.
L: Ok, so now I am going to get to the arts and craft section of the community. Can you
tell me your name?
JS: Joliene Samuels.
L: And how many members are involved?
JS: There is myself, three other committee members
L: Are they in charge of different aspects?
JS: Treasurer, secretary and then approximately twenty outside members from the
committee.
L: How long has this club been in place?
JS: This building (in the art and craft shop) has been around since 2002, but we started
before that.
L: So are you the founding member of the club?
JS: Yes.
L: So what is the most popular craft produced...well you have a wide variety here and I
see most are made with the Tibisiri straw, that seems to be a big component, so what's the
most popular one?
JS: To me…almost everything (laughter)…well not everybody makes everything, as
everybody will specialize in their own... some can make bowls with covers and some can
only make trays... some can make fans and jewel boxes only, so you know different
things, but then everybody will put things together and we have it all here.
L: And I asked before if you took craft to Georgetown for sale, and you said no?
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JS: We take craft only when we have exhibitions, like during the month of September, or
if we get called to go to any other event.
L: So mostly the stuff is just for sale in the community?
JS: Yes.
L: And do you set up your own price points for the craft?
JS: Yes.
L: So do you think that the Amerindian culture is represented properly through arts and
craft? Is it the main way of expressing your culture?
TA: To a point.
L: And to what extent, how else do you properly express the Amerindian culture?
JS: You mean like language and dance…well we still into it, but not much.
L: So you don't take part in any traditional ceremonies as such?
JS: No.
TA: Well we would just do the dancing when it is time for a celebration, like heritage...
Language, that is out right now, doing nothing in language so far. I've made
representations to the Ministry, so we can have our language back, or say the dialect
then…the Arawak dialect. At present, there is only one person alive in the community
that speaks Arawak fluently, and can understand it and in the grammatical form also,
which is very important. We are hoping to have that back on stream, but there is an
ongoing program through the ministry that is hoping to have these programs back into all
the Amerindian communities to teach the parent dialect.
L: So basically that component is lost?
TA: Yes, yes.
L: So for instance, when you visited Georgetown, do you think the Amerindian craft is
displayed properly there? Like have you ever visited the national museum?
TA: Not really... to an extent it has been on display yes, because some people would
make with the purpose for sale in Georgetown, not through the organization, but on their
own. Like outside GPO, you know they have those craft booths, so they would go and
sell a few there.
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L: What is the one thing that you would like the average Guyanese person from
Georgetown to understand about your craft and even your community? Like for instance,
is it really time-consuming to make all these craft objects?
TA: Yes, it’s time-consuming because you know people would take it for granted that,
you know, seeing a little product like that, how long would it take? And then the cost,
they would say it's too expensive. But in that way, they have to realize that it is
handmade.
JS: Guyanese would say that it is too expensive, but when the foreigners come from
outside, they see it, they buy it. They say, we should have even charge more for them.
TA: In fact, here is recognized as one of the most producing, in terms of quality
handicraft, I mean everybody would go places and they would come back and say Santa
really has the best quality, so I always encourage us to keep that standard, you know
people go back and say they bought it from Santa and it last long, that is why the ministry
would refer you to Santa, because in the ministry they also recognize we produce the
finest craft.
L: So do you have any craft items that you use here, but don't normally share with the
outside world, or items you won't put for sale? Or special items you have developed over
time to use?
TA: No, everything we put on sale.
L: And what is the driving force behind some the designs of the items, are you inspired
by nature?
TA: Yes and people would use their own initiative to come up with the different patterns.
JS: Design…shape.
L: So how long does it take to develop a new idea for a new craft? Do you normally sit
down and plan?
JS: Yes.
TA: Everybody would do it individually, probably they would wake up in the middle of
the night and think about it, the design and then they would start making it, so when they
would come to put it on display…well they meet twice a week, so when the other
members come and see the design…
JS: They would copy it.
TA: So you let everybody go on their own and let them come up with ideas, that is one of
the reasons why, because tourists would come from time to time and they would say
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there's always something new on the shelf, they won't want to come and see the same
thing over and over, because we would have visitors come here more than one time, even
three four times. So when they come we are hoping they will see something different.
L: And well I had asked before about traditional celebrations, so I wanted to know if craft
plays any specific role?
TA: Yes because we would use like the Tibisiri, for some of the outfits that our former
queens wore, all those are from our local materials here. One our national queen and one
our runner up (referencing pictures on the wall from the pageant).
L: That's from the Amerindian heritage pageant?
TA: Yes, they are representing Region Three. I think Naomi Samuels, she's the queen
from last year, then we have Prudence, she is the runner up from that year and there is
another runner up, her picture is not up here right now. So we had two runners up, queen
and I think before that we were in the top five for the past few years or so… so who
knows for next year.
L: So you say you dress in traditional wear?
TA: Yes definitely, when we are celebrating for heritage month.
L: And would you view your traditional Amerindian dress as a form of art?
TA: Yes because lots of people would want to wear it, and that's when you find that a lot
of headdresses, skirts and so will be worn during that time, Amerindian heritage
celebration. People would come and buy it especially to wear for that particular day.
Sometimes we would even get orders from outside, like school children from
Georgetown would come and say they have this school pageant, where they have to
display the Amerindians, the Africans , the Indians, so first they would call, like what you
did, call the ministry and the ministry will send them over to Santa where they can
acquire the headdresses, the skirts, the tops and the ankles and get a complete outfit, so
they would use that to represent the Amerindian in these school programs.
L: So are you satisfied with the income that is generated from the sale of the craft?
TA: To a point yes, sometimes we might get an order and we won't be able to fill it, the
orders come in such a short time the amount we have to put in we won't be able to fulfil
it. But generally, as I said when the tourists come they would buy.
L: And when you get that income, does that go to the craft shop or the community?
JS: It would go to the members, and a ten percent is left for the shop.
L: Would you be able to give me the price, or sales generated in say a month?
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JS: Girls... treasurer?
Community Treasurer: Well it depends on sales.
L: So like sales would be higher in September…so what would be the amount generated
then?
CT: About four, four to five hundred thousand.
JS: This committee was elected in December, and we started our work in January, and we
had a good business going in the early part of the year, but May month was very bad, we
made sales of only like one hundred thousand for the whole month, one day we got a sale
in June and that amounted to the sales for the entire month of May… just one day.
L: Earlier I asked about the connection to nature and the motivation for art, so do you
believe you have a strong connection to nature through Amerindian values and
connection to land?
JS: Yes, definitely.
L: What is it like living up here? What’s the best part of living in this community?
JS: I born and grow here. So this is the best place to live, yes I would say this is the best
place to live.
TA: It’s peaceful.
JS: It’s peaceful, quiet, I can go fishing, I can go cut straw, I can go look for seed and
make the earring and these kind of things…so I feel it's the best place to live.
L: Do you normally travel to Georgetown?
JS: Yes
L: So what do you think of the city?
JS: Well, very dirty, very messy.
L: Well, I guess it's safe to say you prefer the village life to city life.
JS: Definitely.
TA: The fresh water, the creek water, to swim, I mean we would visit Georgetown about
once a week but, for example tonight, you would come out to look at the moonlight, just
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to see nature at its best, the peace and tranquility of the community and its
surroundings…at times…when there is no celebration.
L: What about technology, does that interfere much with your connection to nature?
TA: Not that much at the moment, but it is coming in gradually, a lot of radios, TVs and
phones…but you know the younger generation, they have to live with it and try to keep
up with the technology that is going on around them.
L: So they are more attached to the technology at this point?
TA: Yes.
L: So do you think that contributes to a loss of native values?
TA: Yes, that's right.
L: So how often are you in contact with the ministry?
TA: Well sometimes I visit them once a week
L: Do they normally send representatives, like to stay on site?
TA: Yes whenever necessary, because every week I report to them.
L: So you just give a verbal report?
TA: Yes and a written one at times, for the ministry and the Region, we are under Region
Three.
L: So what would you report on?
TA: Well any developments, some of the activities and the challenges that we may face
from time to time.
L: So can you give me an example of a recent event?
TA: Well like I said, we have this guest house, and they are being kept up to date with the
latest development with that…so I would give them that and some of the plans we would
have for the community from time to time.
L: Have you had any major problems with some of the members of the community?
TA: From time to time, like when they want to drink too much piwari…
L: Other than the ministry, do you have any other forms of help, or contributions?
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TA: Well sometimes from the region but that's still under the government, sometimes we
get finance that is organized through the basic needs trust fund and now we are hoping to
make some contact with Food for the Poor as well.
L: So back to the crafts section, so what are some of your short term goals, what would
you like to achieve for the near future?
JS: Just a nearby building that we have, that was supposed to be a kitchen, but we
decided that we will make it into a one room apartment, and rent it, so that we can have
money for the next couple years to be able to maintain this roof (the thatched roof of the
craft shop). So we can do it over, and also this committee only lasts for one year.
L: So you change annually? Do you have an election?
JS: Yes we have elections
L: So how does the election process work?
JS: We just elect the president and four committee members that will work for the year.
L: What do you enjoy most about working in the craft shop?
Committee member: I enjoy everything, I really enjoy working.
L: Any other major improvements you would like to see? You mentioned the roof...
JS: We started with one fundraising and we did good, so we are planning to do another in
August, and other than that we have a building fund. Every year, every member would
donate 7,000 dollars for the year, 2.5 for building fund, 2.5 for fundraising and two for
solar maintenance. Also, if a member has an emergency to see the doctor in the city, we
have a fund put aside for that. A medical thing…providing that it is an emergency, a
member can also come and get a loan if they want to.
L: And where do you get most of your materials that you use for art and craft?
JS: We have Tibisiri and we have the Mocru, we have the wood, and we have the vine,
the Capadulla vine, Nibi, feathers.
L: And where do you get the feathers from?
JS: Sometimes we buy from town or even pick them from the chicken, parrot and all.
L: What about the tools you use to make the craft?
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JS: Well the woodworking, the men do the woodworking (base to weave the straw)…
and we have one male member in our committee, sometime members’ husbands will
bring the tools in for them.
L: So I had a question here, how do you define art? And I know you don't exactly
produce much art pieces, and it’s more craft, so what does the craft mean to you
personally?
JS: Well I don't know, but I would say living…it means a living to me, because I work, I
sell, I get money.
Committee Member: When I don't have materials, I just feel grief…I feel like I am just
wasting time.
JS: Yes, we call the Ite tree the tree of life, because we get everything from there, we can
get hammocks we can then relax in the hammock, we can get outfits, like the girls
(beauty pageant girls), we can get slippers, we can get headbands, we can get earrings,
we can get bands, brassieres, skirts, just everything from it and we can even get a roof
from it too and the fruit... the fruit will make a good drink when you drink one cup , you
don't want nothing more for the day, full right up.
TA: And you get the famous Tocuma worm.
L: It's a worm? Never heard of it.
JS: You never heard of it?
TA: You have to come in September when all the people rush for it, not just the
Amerindian people.
Committee Member: They would pay anything for it.
TA: The first thing that would finish, the first commodity.
JS: It's a fat worm, big.
TA: So it eats its way through the tree, when you cut down the eta tree, the special ones,
those that are very young, and they have a special bee that would lay the eggs on the tree
and after it hatches, it would penetrate into the entire tree, and they start to feed on it, six
weeks after, they start to develop into really fat worms, so then you can dig it out.
JS: Wash it clean and fry it up, and eat it with rice.
TA: Very rich with protein
L: So that's the biggest delicacy, so this is from the Ite tree?
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TA: Yes from the red fruit, you get the drink, the worms, the leaves for thatched roofs,
the spire for making other things and the older people, I don't see them practicing it now,
but after cutting down this eta tree, they would dig a hole into the stump and then it will
fill with water, and they use that as a drink…so when you are in the forest, you can just
do that and get some water, other than that some people can just cut a vine and you can
get the water right there.
L: So what hopes do you have for the community?
TA: To be self-sufficient… but then there's the younger generation, who won't see
cassava bread as a staple or as a meal, they are accustomed to the wheat and flour now,
but the older generation they still enjoy a meal of cassava bread and pepperpot.
So that's one of the changes I would like to see in the community again, I'm encouraging
people to get back into farming.
L: So what do you farm up here?
TA: Well for now, a bit of cassava, a little pineapple, yams and so on, and it's very small
and only a few families do it too, so I am trying to encourage everybody to get back into
farming, which I am finding a bit difficult because with the younger generation, they
don't see farming as that important.
L: So they would buy outside food?
TA: Yes, because we are so close to Georgetown, we go every week, once a week, like
tomorrow morning we are leaving here at five and we will get back here by six in the
afternoon, everybody will go purchase their groceries.
L: So do people put in an order for their groceries?
TA: No everybody would go and do their own shopping, so we have our committee boat
and other private boats too.
L: Since you are so close to town, do any of the members go to town and work as well?
TA: Not on a daily basis, it's too expensive.
L: So they would go to town for odd jobs sometimes?
TA: Yes sometimes, and some would go into the interior, work with the gold and so on.
L: What about the kids, after they get to the secondary level, do they start going to town
for school?
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TA: Yes, yes, that's where we are losing a lot of families, because after graduation, there's
no opportunity in here, for those kind of qualifications, so they will have to seek jobs in
Georgetown.
L: So eventually would you like to see a secondary school built here?
TA: Not really, because we don't have the population for a secondary school.
L: So that's all the questions I had for today… hopefully it didn't go too long.

Appendix B
St. Cuthbert’s video interview transcript (in-person visit)
The following is an interview between myself, Leanne Benn (L), and Toushou Luke
Simon (TL).
*Note: some of the responses are relayed in Guyanese Creole, and are not proper English.

L: So can you tell me when the settlement was established?
TL: The settlement was established like 130 years ago and mainly by the poor families.
L: And what's' the history of the ancestors, do you have any stories to tell there?
TL: Now St. Cuthbert’s was established about 130 years ago, a missionary priest founded
it, on St. Cuthbert’s day and that's the reason for it being named St. Cuthbert’s. As I said,
at first the settlement was started on the riverside, where we went, by poor families, but
because of constant flooding, they moved to the higher part, which is here, where it is
located now.
L: Can you give me an example of a challenge you might have faced as a village?
TL: Now, some of the challenges I face…in terms of corporation, there are people that
cooperate, and they are some people who do not cooperate, and for example if you want
to do a project, you would find about 50 per cent of the residents would turn up and the
others won't. The thing is if you want to do something very speedily, when you pay
people, they would turn up. I know years ago there is something we call Mashramani, and
when we have Mashramani, people would turn out willingly, and give their best, but now
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thing have changed and I think it is because of western influence and as well as their
interaction with other ethnic groups and so on. So they would look forward for payment
now, but years ago where our traditional forefathers, or our ancestors then used to be
involved in Mashramani, people would turn out willingly. I would say that's one of the
biggest challenges.
L: What does Mashramani represent again?
TL: Mashramani, it has a story behind it, it's a story whereby, let's say a family wants to
do a project, or an activity, like building a house, or let us say cut down a farm, they will
make this drink they call piwari or bambalie, they would have it for the occasion and at
the same time they will do some cooking, a large amount of food and they would call the
residents of the community, and they would turn out in full force. So they would get
some meals in the morning and when the work was finished, they will get into the
celebration part of it, because they finished the task, and they would do this by having
lunch and afterwards they will drink the piwari.
L: So does that still happen now?
TL: I think that kind of activity has lessened a lot now
L: Ok, so like you said, people don't show up unless they are getting paid?
TL: Yes, Yes so that's one of the challenges I face.
L: And what about some of the triumphs of the village
TL: During my tenure of service, I don't think of myself, or give myself praise or merit,
but I think it is due because during my tenure, which is like two years now, I still have
one more to go , There's a number of activities and projects which I have completed. For
instance, if you look at the benab, it is one of my initiatives and I think this is one of the
second largest benabs in Region Four, it’s 75 feet across by 45 feet. So that's one of my
projects which I have completed and I have undertaken another initiative, which is
finance through the SES program to establish a St. Cuthbert’s eco lodge in the
community and that eco lodge is about 75 to 80 percent completed but what is happening
is we are waiting on some more funds to go into our bank account (from the government)
and then the lodge will be completed. The reason for this lodge being built, is that it will
generate a steady income to the community of St. Cuthbert’s whereby we can undertake
or embrace other projects in the community. Other projects under my tenure include three
bridges and this one will be the fourth and these bridges span different areas of the
community, an area we call Goldhill where there are about ten families and beside the
uses of this bridge, it can also serve as a tourist attraction, because it also spans the river
and it can also be used by farmers who want to go on the other shore to farm as well.
There is another bridge in the Kanabali area which spans that creek, the Kanabali creek,
and a number of families live on the other side and it helps people visiting from here to
see those other families and be involved in community activities. An area that I have also
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developed is the electricity service to outlying residents who live outside of the central
part of the community. I've extended cables, so they can have electricity in their area, I
also extended water services to these areas as well. I have also completed the guest
house, which was only partially completed when I took over, it’s fully equip, we have
bedrooms, well furnished, and there's toilet facilities and attached water tanks, so there's
water flowing directly to the guest house as well. There is also a dining area and a kitchen
area. I enjoy my tenure of service too and I think it is very important because our forest
reserves in the area of St. Cuthbert’s, is actually depleting and because of this, I saw a
need to look for extracting lumber in another area. In 2013, I applied to the Guyana
Forestry commission, for a concession as well as the establishment of a St. Cuthbert’s
logging association and my request was fulfilled last year at the National Toushou's
conference. So our loggers can go and harvest forest products from that area as well, it is
about 18000 acres.
L: What's one of your biggest village activities?
TL: One of the biggest village activities is done during the month of September, it's a
month where all Amerindians in the country, are given that month to celebrate their
culture activities. I believe this came about when the Amerindian parliamentarians made
representation that they too need a holiday, just like the other ethnic groups, they have
Diwali, Emancipation day and so on, so they decided that they needed a holiday and the
government responded by giving them an entire month, so they can have their
celebration, and the different communities can celebrate the culture in their own way.
At St. Cuthbert’s we do that on the final Saturday in each September every year and I
think that's one of the biggest celebrations, celebrating our heritage. We would have a
culture program, which would have different items, dances, skits, plays songs and so on.
Even at the time, we have officials from the government would visit St. Cuthbert’s, some
Ministers, and even, if the President is available, he too will visit the community as well.
This whole central part of the set up will be filled with benabs, so they can display their
art, craft, or they can sell their drink and their traditional foods and so on.
L: So it set up like a fair?
TL: Yes like a fair, everything would be set up.
L: And do you have a lot of outsiders coming in during that time as well?
Tl: Well yes, during that time, you will find a lot of people from the coast will come,
even now they are asking, what time they should come visit? When will this big thing
begin? And which month and so on, so I told them you will have to wait until September.
So a number of coast landers would visit St. Cuthbert’s and they will even partake in
celebrations and they will stay during the night and both the residents and the coast
landers would mix and there would be a big party. The next day would be the wash-down
day. That is a big setup, a big celebration, swimming, BBQ and things like that.
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L: So back to the crafts, we spoke about that a bit earlier, do you take any of it for sale in
Georgetown, for example there is the Guyana festival approaching, will you be taking
part in that?
TL: Because St. Cuthbert’s is so close to the coast, we have the craft association here,
plus we have other persons who are involved in craft production privately. They would
take orders from other residents and some are being sold here and some are being taken
to Georgetown, in the stores, or at exhibitions. When they are called upon, they would go
out there, or they would get in touch with me and say... ‘Toushou, we need some craft
people to go out there, to participate in this event.’ So we take part in exhibitions and so
on.
L: So do you think that the Amerindian culture is properly represented through the art
and craft? I know you spoke a bit about the sculptures and the stories behind it, would
that be based on one’s personal interpretation?
TL: With the sculpting, I was involved in it, and I think it represents two things, one is of
the person, or the artist's personal vision of Amerindian customs and culture, or it can be
an idea that he plans to send out a message to the people using sculpting. It also tells a
story. It can be a traditional story, a story that he has personally decided to send out to the
people and the only way you can understand, is through the artist's own description of
what he has produced.
L: What about one of the pieces you might have done, can you give an example of a
message behind it?
TL: I sculpted one and a lot of persons wanted to purchase it, and I had to give the
meaning behind it, what it stands for. I made a woman, it’s like a queen and I called it
Semitoukaro. Semitoukaro, meaning, it's a sweet girl who can charm people and bring
people to her, and bring wealth…she was even sitting on a throne that I made. I carved
that out and all the wealth around her. That's what I tried to portray to the people, because
there are some people in the community that they can actually make commands of things
that they need in this world and by doing that you can fast, you can pray and the thing
that you want can come to you, that is what I was trying to portray, so I did it through
Semitoukaro, sitting down on her throne and people bring treasures to her.
L: Do you have a picture of that anywhere?
TL: No, I think it went to Castallani, but it has now been sold. Why I didn't continue was
because of the market.
L: Ok, not enough demand for the sculptures?
TL: Yes.
L: Do you find that generally people are more interested in the small crafts?
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TL: What I feel is that when tourists come to our country, they will only take something
small that will fit in their luggage, or their bag.
L: What about paintings?
TL: Paintings are hardly being done by the community, one person who was involved in
painting was Oswald Houssein, Simon, and his brother. The brother is very good at
painting, and I know he was lecturing at the University of Guyana in Fine Arts.
L: So have you ever visited any of the museums in Georgetown, to see how the craft is
being displayed?
TL: Yes, I visited the national museum, as well as the Walter Roth museum. Recently I
went into the Rupanuini area and I visited the lodges and I saw how they displayed their
many crafts.
L: So what are some of the things that you would like the average Guyanese person to
understand about the craft, for example its importance to you, or the labour
TL: I think one of the things that the other ethnic groups or Guyanese groups should try
to understand is the time of production of the craft, because somebody might want to
come into the community and say it's not worth it, but you have to look at the time factor.
As the lady was telling you, when you asked her for a definite time, because remember
she won't sit down and spend her whole time or the whole day weaving, she has other
work to be done in the home, like cooking, going to the farm or preparing the children for
school, so I think it is painstaking making a piece and whatever fixed price or value of the
piece, I think that is the part that people should understand. The value, the cost and the
timeframe
L: Do you have any other items, maybe traditional, that you don't normally put for sale?
TL: I think I understand what you mean… if you would have observed that I didn't take
you to any sacred places, we don't have that at St. Cuthbert’s because I have been to other
places and they have it, and for instance if you notice we sell most of the things like
handicraft but here are things we won't sell like the huge artifact we use to grate the
cassava , nor the mortar and pestle because we are using it because it is something very
hard to make, only way we can sell that is if we make money off of it . So we would keep
those things. There are some earthen jugs which I know that some people won't sell,
those big earthen jugs.
L: and what is the purpose of those jugs?
TL: They use it to store away bambali and piwari.
L: So for some of the crafts, each producer would come up with their own design?
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TL: Some people would make their own design and some would make it based upon
outside orders.
L: So it can be customized to fit accordingly?
TL: Yes for the customer and for the market.
L: Do you have anything you would like to say about how your community is
misunderstood? Earlier you mentioned that foreigners expected to see thatched roofs.
TL: Yes I think…well I have been to other communities and they have the same trend.
What tourists should understand is that Amerindians cannot be expected to be the same
way as like years ago, because technology and the modern trends changes like in terms of
forestry, mining, and now one of the influences in the community, there will be a drastic
change. Before that I can tell you, that all of St. Cuthbert’s was thatched roof, but they
got the money and things changed. They gained a lot of money so they decided to build
like the outside world, they too feel that in this way they can access the comfort and this
is one thing the other ethnic groups will understand, with modern development comes
corruption.
L: So would you view it as a problem in the long term?
TL: I think, well I cannot say it's a problem but it hinders when we try to preserve our
culture. We do try to preserve the culture, we have different groups like the Dion
Andrews group, which promotes and preserves different activities they are a part of, for
dances and songs and even the language and we have other groups, a lady who comes a
lot to showcase our tradition in terms of how we make use of the cassava, basketry and
even dances, she has her own group, the Edris dance group. These groups, anytime we
want to have a representation to take part in an event, regional or at the ministry, we call
them.
L: Ok that's good that you have them on hand.
TL: Yes they help to preserve the culture.
L: So, on average, how much money goes towards the development of the community? Is
income mainly generated through the sale of crafts?
TL: The main income of St. Cuthbert’s comes from logging and mining, most of it, and
some will come from craft and some will come from the farm.
L: Do you believe you have a strong connection to nature as an artist since you used to
sculpt? Does nature motivate your art in any way?
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TL: I was talking to one of the other sculptors and he was saying that for instance he is
motivated in a number of ways by nature, through looking at scenes and so on… or even
the animals and the birds, and even creating his own stories.
L: Do members of the village travel to the city? I know you said once a week people
would go to buy their stuff.
TL: You would find that we have transportation available on a daily basis, people would
leave the community in the morning and return in the afternoon, it happens on a daily
basis. Well I won't say that certain people travel every day, you will find different groups
are the ones that go to Georgetown.
L: Would they go for work and just come back?
TL: They will go and purchase things they need, especially women when their husbands
would come from the mining area or from the logging area and they would purchase their
supplies.
L: Considering you are a teacher, would you be able to say if the children are influenced
by new forms of technology? Like are TVs popular here, or video games?
TL: That is a good question, I think the children are influenced by TV, laptops and so on.
To me it is doing well but then in some areas, not so much. Because some would want to
look at TV and not educational stuff, we would find that there would be a drop in studies,
not everybody but some students. It has negative and positive impacts on the community.
L: And how often is the ministry of Amerindian affairs in contact with the village?
TL: The ministry of Amerindian affair is in contact on a weekly basis. I would visit the
ministry because of exams I have not gone, but I will go Friday to visit them, to update
them on the CDP and other community events.
L: So overall you find the ministry is helpful?
TL: Yes they are helpful, because we have our own community development officer who
is there to represent us at the Ministry of Amerindian affairs and it has helped us in a
number of ways like the community development program, which has helped with the
resort that we are building.
L: And what other forms of help do you receive?
TL: We get help from like CIMAC, small grants, and we get help from Regent, they are
helping to build the bridge at the landing.
L: So what are some of the long-term goals for the village, or changes you would like to
see for example in ten years?
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TL: In ten years, I would like to see this village developed, in terms that we can have a
proper road, because if you notice the road is not in good shape and even though it was
developed in 2009, I think better work could be done, so the people can have comfortable
rides into the community, as well as persons visiting, like tourists, likewise, I would like
to see the electrification program being upgraded, so we can have lights on a 24-hour
basis.
I would like for everyone to get housing as well, and I would like to see a housing
program being undertaken at St. Cuthbert’s. All in all, I would like to know that in the
next ten years, St. Cuthbert’s is a comfortable place and each resident can be happy and
they can access all the benefits that other communities on the coast have as well.
L: Have you visited other communities that are more inland and that don't have as much
access as the coast?
TL: Yes, I have visited some, just a week ago I came down from Region Nine, and to me,
because they are far, there are number of things they dint have access to like proper
lighting facilities, even proper water supplies. Those two things, even materials for
building, it's a problem to get into those areas because if you have to build a house with
all the latest facilities and everything, it would cost a lot to just get into those areas.
I went into Ania, and they don't have electricity there, just a few of them have solar
panels, which can give them just one or two light bulbs and I think some people are
suffering in these other villages, especially those in the far hinterland.
L: And how do you view the outside world?
TL: To me how I view the outside world… they are well off, but I have seen the news
and so on and it doesn't mean that I am negative, but I feel as a person from here, St.
Cuthbert’s, I have seen a number of natural disasters where areas can be hit suddenly by
hurricanes, earthquakes, flooding and so on and I think we can say we are comfortable
here, but the thing about it, if I have the chance to visit one of those countries, I would be
happy to visit them but then return back to my community.
L: So before I go, what would be one life tip you would like to share, or anything else,
you would want to share with me?
TL: I've been teaching for the whole of my lifetime, like 36 years, and I have tried, two
other occupations in my life. I went into the army, I served there 6 years, I am also a
trained nurse and to me, even though I was a regular somebody, there was always
something about teaching that told me to come back, come back, and though I was
interested in other areas, wanting the adventure, the teaching always needed me and the
same thing happened to me when I was elected Toushou of St. Cuthbert’s, I was offered a
position to teach at the secondary school, yes so that's it: follow your passion.
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Appendix C
Walter Roth Museum video interview transcript (in-person visit)
The following is an interview between myself, Leanne Benn (L), and Michael McKenzie
(MM), an Anthropological assistant at the Walter Roth Museum in Georgetown, Guyana.

L: Through my research I have noted that communities strive to create their own identity
and break free of the traditional colonial structure. So the following questions are related
to the place of the ‘indigenous object.’
L: Have you ever visited any of the reservations like Santa Mission or St. Cuthbert’s?
MM: Yes I have, Santa Mission, St. Cuthbert’s and one in Region Seven, but I was only
there to visit the gold mines so I did not get to see the village.
L: So based on what you have seen, the craft displayed in the community, do you think it
is purely marketed or does it still sustain some form of tradition for the community?
MM: Well I don’t think the craft is being marketed in a proper way at all. Only if you get
a chance to go into the reservations is how you get to see them. It’s so far off from the
city and a bit expensive to get to, especially in Regions Seven, Eight, and Nine. I think
their craft should be promoted more in the city. People can learn so much.
L: Do you think much is being done to promote indigenous culture in the city?
MM: No, not enough is being done. The government is trying and the Amerindians
themselves are trying, but much more needs to be done, a lot more resources should be
put forward. Financial resources…
L: What do you think about some of the craft objects and what makes the indigenous
connection to these woven objects unique?
MM: I would definitely have to say the intricate details and the patterns they weave make
it unique
L: And how do you think history feeds into the pattern and design of the objects?
MM: I am not to certain how to answer that one, but there is definitely a decline in the
technique, because the older ones are dying and it’s not being passed down quickly
enough to the younger ones and if the younger ones are even interested because there are
other things that catch their eye now
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L: Has the museum collected any new artifacts from these Amerindian communities?
MM: No, not really. Presently the staff collects any new information from the University
of Guyana and we have a few officers that come to visit. Most of the information is then
published in online journals.
L: So do you think that the Amerindian craft forms that they have on display, is it more
of a culture industry to promote Guyanese tourism or is it truly authentic.
MM: I would say that is’ partially culture based and partially economic based. As they
say ‘ you need to live’ so I think the Amerindians are doing what they can to develop
their environment as much as they can, even if that means submitting to economic
pressures and forsaking certain traditional patterns.
L: And what are some of the changes you envision for the Amerindian community in
Guyana?
MM: I would definitely like to see them promote their language in the broader landscape
of Guyana. That’s not so much of a change but just something I would like to see.
L: Well the indigenous community is a big part of the Guyanese population; do you think
they are appreciated enough given their cultural contributions?
MM: I don’t think they are appreciated as they should be but people appreciate it a bit
more now, given the fact that they actually come out every September to have their
Amerindian heritage month activities and I find lots of people would attend, meaning
non-Amerindians. So the appreciation is there but still more can be done in promoting
their history and the government can do that part.
L: I think that was all the information that I needed. Do you have a lot of tourists that
come to visit the museum?
MM: Yes, definitely, it’s mostly organized through the tour groups, when the ships come
to port. Sometimes we would have small groups of individuals.
L: And what’s your title here as the museum?
MM: I am the anthropological assistant.
L: Who manages the museum?
MM: We have and administrative manager but when she is not there I act in that position.
L: So what would be your day-to-day job here?
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MM: I am mainly focused on conservation in the archive room.
L: Thank you again for helping me fill in the gaps.
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